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Year Law

Three

Passes House

-

Colmor

Cut-Of- t.

Five grading outfits are now

at work on the grade of the
cut-ofDodge
Colt
and Son, who drove in from Las
Animas, two weeks ago are at
work on mile ten. Ransom and
Cook have two outfits at work,
one on mile six and the other on
mile eight.
J. H. Hanson got in Thursday
City-Colm-

or

f.

from the west and his outfit
gan work on mile fifteen. He
writes that roads west were very
heavy and his progress was slow
J. C. Allen, who begins work at
the Rock Island bridge, has been
in town for several days and expects his outfit in today.
The fence gang reached the
Hell ranch today and is working
right along- - Dodge City Journal

The many frequenters and patrons of the Antlers were taken
somewhat by surprise Friday
morning by confronting a new
land lord and lady.
The firm name of the new
management is Ottowa & Jones
who are experienced hotel peo
ple from Clinton, Mo.
It has been known for some
time that the Antlers would
probably have a change of management but how soon or who
the parties would be was not
generally known.
The new management comes
highly recommended as first class
hotel people from Clinton, Mo.,
where for some time past they
conducted the magnificent
hotel at that place.
Mrs. Ottowa is a sister to Mrs.
Mrs.
E. E. Bundy of this cit
Mrs.Cttow's
is
firm
of
the
Jones
mother.

Dftndy Factory Doing Nice

for Woman's Club. cial attention to the conditio
the windows and that th
Woman's Club met Fri- -

day afternoon with Mrs. L.
Cassidy, when an interesti
program on "Drin
Staff of Life. "
Responses to roll call were
made with facts in domestic science, after which Mrs. H. W.
Hinman opened the program
with a splendid paper on "Water
as a food." Another paper equally as irilftvsliiig rn "Animal
and Vegetable Food" was given
by Mrs. Cassidy.
All enjoyed the demonstration
by the hostess in the making of
cream puffs, immensely and that
they were exceptionally good
demonstrated later by the eating
thereof. Delicious refreshments
were served.
The Club will meet next on
April 12th with Mrs. W. D.

Mc-Be- e.

Business.

made secure as soon as posi
Wc further recommend
the roof of the Court hou
inspected and necessary re
made as soon as possible,

fire-proo-

1

jrttoeh

1

1

m

T

There has also appeared be- tored us the President anu Secretary of the Law and Order
League of the city of Clovis and
find that they have no knowledge
of any further violations of the
law at this time.
We, the Grand Jurors, wish
at this time to thank the Presiding Judge District Attorney and
Assistant District Attorney for
their assistance to us during this
session of the Court.
Having completed all the
the best of our ability,
we respectfully ask to be discharged.

Portales. N. Mu March 24. -The jury in the case of the people vs. Ryther this morning re
turned a verdict in favor of the
defendant. This was the matter in which the defendant was
charged with overcharging for
the publication of the delinquent
tax list in and for Roosevelt
county, which cost the people
some $4,000 -- dd, an amount
which the grand jury deemed to
be excessive. The legal fight in
this case was of more than ordinary intensity, and took up
several days' time in the district
court.

bus-inessf- to

THE GRAND JURORS,

By A. J. Whiting, Foreman,
Joe Sellers, Clerk

Report of the Curry
County Grand Jury Government Seeds For
ry County Farmers
Clovis, N. M.. March 27, 1912.

Cur-

Forrest Items

My, but we New
plore snow
Mexico people are naving plenty
of snow this year.
!

J. W. Beaver returned from
Tucumcari, last week where he
puachased a team of mules, wagon and harness. Mr. Beaver is
one of our enterprising farmers
who believes the cause of many
crop failures "are for want of
thourough cultivation.
!.
y., Sledge made a trip to;
Ciovis this week.
A. S. Newcomb made a flying
trip to Field Monday.
D. C. Beaver and son, Sidney
made a business trip to Tucumcari, Monday.
L. P Marrs has been sowing
oats, and spring wheat this week.
We believe this will be a good
time for farmers to try oatsmd
wheat.
George Rush is sick with the
pneumonia, Dr: Lancaster is in

The News is in receipt of
several requests from parties
having the distribution of Gov'
ernment seeds within their attendance
power, to serid in the complete
Wm. Bonner bought acultilist of News subscribers to share vator of Geo. "Cwan, tl)jsweek.
in the free distribution of seeds.
We know ' thero .ifmst have
We will lake' the names of been a rush in Clov is this week,
i
every person desiring
to use from the way the fanners here
ing report:
government
seeds and send them and around Plain, were hauling
We have investigated all cases
broom corn down there. Among
properly brought before us and in to share in the distribution.
twenthe farmers that hauled broom
returned
and
found
have
L. E. Ambrose from Dallas corn, ;to Clovis were, Messers.
ty true bills and two no bills.
The following officers have ap- was in the city last week visit McBride, Dunn, Hartiine, Cooper,
ing his best girl.
Hunter, Murdock. Low, McDon
peared before us:
Clerk,
County
Await,
AVL.
Changes Hands
F. Taylor, County TreasJohn
Pfile Hardware Company is
Collector,
and
urer
the style of the name the new
1. C. Mersfelder, Supt. of PubHardware store which recently lic Instruction,
'
purchased the interests of the
C. Ambrose Ivy. Tax Assessor,
Dearborn Hdw. Co.
D. L. Moye, Sheriff.
Mr Pfile comes highly recomL. E. Hitchcock, surveyor.
mended as a progressive busiAfter hearing the reports of
ness man from Waurika, Okla- the above named County officers
homa, and the News ventures we. the Grand Jurors, recomthe assertion that in Mr. Pfile mend that the books and records
Clovis has secured a wide awake of all County officers, particularly
live business man, one who is chose of the Sheriff, Clerk and
bound to make competition lively Treasurer, be audited as soon as
in the hardware line and with all consistent to do so and that the
a desirable citizen to help pull District Attorney beHnstructed
and boost for the Magic city.
to take such steps as i i his
necessary.
building
a
We have investigated the con- K. C. Childers is
splendid modern residence, one diti( n of the County Jail and
block eat of the Lyceum corn- find that so far as the room is
er The house has five rooms COIK erned, where the prisoners
:onfined, is in a deplorable
and bath and will be complete
ition.
It is insecure and
in every detail. Mr. Childers the ailer cannot allow the pris- expects to rent the new propera run-- a
i the privilege
guard,
ty. It will rent readily as it is
without
lendation
close in and modern.
PatO'Connell has begun the
Clovis, New Mexico
erection of a splendid residence,
one block west of the court house. the

the Honorable Edmond C.
Abbott, Special Judge sitting
within the Fifth Judicial District in and for the county of
Curry, State of New Mexico.
We, the Grand Jury of Curry
County, State of New Mexico,
beg leave to submit the follow-

To

.

Co-za- rt

Ganton

judg-mentu-

re

dav in

Implements

The implement jrou knowt.
be the best. Let us show
you their new and improved
Lister and Lister Cultivator.

Barrv Hard

Santa Fe. N. M.. March

Co.

27.-- A.

B. Fall and T. B. Catron.
nry F. Ricker, a foot

spec-i- s

stopping at the Antlers
To the many who
week.
this
suffering
with ingrown nails,
are
corns, bunions, etc., they can
secure relief by securing his

treatment.
Mrs. T. J. Burnsworth
ceived a message, Tuesday,

Re-

publicans, were elected to the
United States Senate, today by
the New Mexico Legislature on
the eighth ballot.
Both expect to leave for Washington, tomorrow and present
their credentials.

pro-jttetor- s,

f;

ces.

Times Man is Acquitted

is

Per Year

Catron and Fall will
Wear Togas

cker, Nelson, Bonne
F rakes, and others.
ung to

safe candy factory is not known
to, everyone in town but that

the case and that the
Messrs.
Whiicomb &
Weaver ara enjoying a nice patronage with their pure cane sugar product .both to local conthe Treasurer's office be inspect- sumers and to the surrounding
ed with a view to being made towns bespeaks well
for the
more
also that the future prosperity of this firm
steam pipo from the boiler to the
Mi. Whitcomb is an exper.jail be provided with a drain
ienced
candv maker and has
cock.
with several large
been
connected
n
Tir J
we nave aiso nau ioeiore us car.dy factories.
the Supt. of City, schools and
Mr. Weaver while not having
find that there are probably
experience in the
much
had
some children of school age frepresent
venture' is one of our
quenting pool halls and recomsubstantial
citizens and a resmend that parents "and guardians
county for some
Curry
of
of all pupils assist the the teach- ide
ers in keeping their children in
schooi and away from such pla-

be-

Antlers Changes Hands

$1.00

-

Wd also beg leave to call

Mrs. Cass id v Hostess
rhe

Washmgton. March 27. - The!
house today passed a bill reduc-- 1
ing from five to three years the
period of residence required on
homestead lands before patents
are issued. It also permits entry-ma- n
and their families to be absent from homesteads five months
in each year. Albuquerque Evening Herald.

STATE ui-

Citizens Meeting Call.

re-

In response to a call for a
citizens meeting at the city hall
Thursday night, about three dozen persons responded: The order
of business was to sebct an
opposition ticket to that of the
Democratic convention which
met several days ago. H. C.
Herby presided over the meeting
tis temporary chairman.
A report of the committee on
the fact that
rules disclosed
nominations were in order for
three councilmen from the 1st,
2nd and 3rd wards. Joe Sellers.
E. W. Mears, and George W.
Singleton were the men named
for councilmen and Clovis Downing for clerk.
Messers. Sellers and Mears has
emphatically declined to run and
we are informed from reliable
people who say they know that
Geo. Singleton will under no condition b e a canditate for
as councilman.

an-

nouncing the serious illness of
her sister in Kentucky, and she
left immediately to be at her
bedside.
George Mann and wife of Fort
Worth, Texas, are visiting Mrs.
Mann's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Rhoads. this week. Mr
Mann is an engineer on the
Missouri Oklahoma & Gulf Railroad and runs out of Fort worth.
Mrs. R. F. Bayless, of Ama-rill- o
has been spending several
days here with Dr. Bayless and
family.
Miss Bettie Feagan who has
been assisting at the Miller and
Kimberlin sale, returned to her
home in Melrose. Tuesday.
Otis Jones, the telephone man,
has had his father, J. R. Jones,
of Roswell as his guest, part of
Rev. J. H. Hill, a Baptist minister who owns a farm near
Grady was here, Tuesday on his
return from a business trip to
Brownfield, Texas.
Ruben Knight has accepted a
posi tion with a firm at Roswell.
and will leave for that point
Sunday. Rube is a good sales-

Mrs. Clements and Swearingin
are among the ladies who are
going to Roswell this week to attend the Women's Federation.
A. E. Brown was thrown by a
horse Monday and severely hurt,
his injuries however were not so
man and we regret to see him go serious and he is now able to be
about on the street, again.
but cyrtainly wish him well.
Mrs. Dora Roberts of Paducah,
The Pricilla Thimble Club was
meeting
this
Texas,
their
has rented the building
at
entertained
n
occupied by Mrs.
formerly
by
Pritchitt.
Mrs.
Jack
week
J
B.
store
no.
Mrs.
and
guest
was
as
rackett
the
The club
Ottawa of Kansas City, who is wjll put in a millinery and dress
here visiting her sister. Mrs. E. making establishment. '
E. Bundy.
J.R. Darnell, Ersie Keene and
any Of young several other Portalesites are
A
tained Tuesday frequent visitors in our city
peopl
Owens at the since the automobile road has
eveni
Art Studio, in been nearly completed to Pornnie Freeman tales. This has been a long felt
who has beet) Visiting for sever- - want
al days in the city.
Mr. Destree formerly a con
I.
C.
John
tractor of this place but now of
The new home of
of
the
Roswell is attending court.
north
son, two blocks
taking
rapidlv
t house, is
E. J. Doasey and wife of Philshape. It is a splendid concrete adelphia are visitors in outcitv.
veneer and will be one of the
C. L. Snyder, Conductor U
most comfortable homes in the visiting his family in Chanute.
city.
Kansas.
Mrs. W. C. Taylor from Ft.
Ed. P. Finney, Mi aKbiiian noni
Worth, Texas, arrived in the city
was over last night from
Belen
this week to make her home. Belen.
Mr, Taylor travels for the
Brother Cockr n of Helen is in
Wholesale Co.
the city connect d with the M.
T. J. Feagan , bonus clerk and
E. church.
family arrived here this week
Arrangements have been made
from Amarillo, Texas, to make
for a number of dances and social
Clovis their home.
early part
Mr. and Mrs Keagy of Ros- functions during the
well are visiting relatives in of April.
Fred Zinn from Valley Falls,
Clovis this week.
is here with a view of
Kansas,
Mrs. J. E. Lidington of this
establishing
a photograph gallcitv received the sad news to- day'of the death of her brother ;ery.
Len Lemmons leaves Thursday
F. H. Kiefer of Howard, Kan- sas. The news was a sudden for his home in Bardwell, Ky.
shock to his sister here who Mr. Lemmons has been employed
with the Santa Fe.
knew nothing of his illness.
The best movi g' pictures and
A number of the ladies are
to
ball
two vaudeville teams at the
planning for a shirt waist
Friday
Hall
Lycum Friday and Saturday
be given at the Elks
night. Dont mi i it.
Rhul-man-

;

Wat-res-Plat-

er

-

u

f

.

aar

ai

--

ILLUSTRATIONS
8YNOPSI3.

fa

"Y&Loyiv Stoky of A Gray Jacket

Major's possible entrance at any moment rendered me extremely uneasy,
and anxious to be away. Undoubtedly
this feeling exhibited Itself in my manner, for Captain Moorehouse said
finally.
"I realize your natural anxiety
off, Captain Wayne, and while we
should be very glad to keep you with
us Indefinitely, yet I trust you will
feal perfectly free In the matter."
"1 thank you greatly," I answered,
rising as I spoke. "My duty is of such
a nature, and has already been so
long neglected that I feel every moment of unnecessary delay to be a
crime. I wish you a pleasant return
within your own lines, and an early
cessation of hostilities.
had shaken hands with them all,
and turned toward the door, congratu
lating myself on escaping thus easily,
when a new voice broke suddenly In

.

BY

.

mar.

f

w IT

4CTI1UR,T WILLI AMADW

for Captain Wayne," he said clearly.
"If he will accept ray services. Moreover," he added, with a significant
glance at Brennan.
"I do this as
a
friend, and with full confldenoe that I
am upon the right side In the quarrel."
For a moment no one spoke, Brennan biting his mustache to keep back
the words he durst, not utter.
Then
Caton turned to. me.
you
"If
will retire to the library,
Wayne, I will arrange this matter with
whoever may represent Major Brennan."
With a slight formal bow to those
present I quitted the room.

honorably refuse any longer to go out
Major Brennan has deliberately placed
me In a position where I cannot avoid
meeting him without losing all standing In my corps. 1 sought to escape,
but was prevented by accident; now
I
I simply yield to the inevitable.
feel confident you will not misconstrue
these words; you surely know me sufficiently well so as not' to attribute
them to cowardice. shall face him exactly In accordance with your arrangements, asking nothing upon my
part, yielding him every satisfaction
he can possibly desire but I shall
fire in the air."
He stared at me Incredulously, his
face a perfect picture of amazement.
"But, Wayne," he stammered, "are you
aware that Major Brennan Is an expert with the pistol? that he holds the
Sixth Corps trophy? Do you realize
that he goes out deliberately intending
to kill you?"
"I was not posted as to the first fact
you mention, but have never entertained the slightest doubt as to the
However, they do not In the
other.
least affect my decision. Yet I do not
desire you to suppose that I am at all
quixotic in this there is a personal
reason why I am perfectly willing to

felt no desire for further thought, only
an Intense anxiety for them to hurry
the preliminaries, and have the affair
settled as speedily as possible. I was
aroused by Moorohouse's rather nasal
voice.

,

"GeLtlemen, will you please take
your positions. Major Brennan, you
will stand three paces to the right
of that sapling, facing directly south.
Captain Wayne, kindly walk straight
rhev
west from the shed door until you
II
the ft
ks Wayne
come opposite the Major's position."
t tn time,
The lrl shoots the
I noted Brennan throw away the
ngny. and
The owner of the lni
party of
his wife appear and
stump of his cigar, and then I walked
a
by
led
uppfoai'li
They
are
horseni'Ti
slowly forward until I reached the
man claiming tn he Red l.owrte out wnn
proves to be Mai. Brennan. a Federal
point assigned me. My heart was beatofficer whom the 1'nlon (Ctrl roroKnl7.es
ing fast now, for I fully realized the
He orders the arrest of Wayne as a spy
who
and he Is brought before
probabilities of the next few minutes,
CHAPTER XXXV.
threaten! him with death unless he re
and felt little doubt that serious Inveala the secret message. Wavne believes
Edith Hrennan to be the wife of MaJ
if not death, was to be my porjury,
The
of
Resort
tast
Gentlemen.
Brennan
Fie Is rescued by Jed Rungny
I found the library deserted, and
tion. Yet my trained nerves did not
who starts to reach Oen.
l.ee. while
Wayne In disguise penetrates to the ballpaced the floor for fully half an hour
fail me, and outwardly I appeared
room, beneath which he had been Imfully as cool and deliberate bs my opbefore Caton appeared.
Stung as I
prisoned. He Is Introduced to a Miss upon my
Minor and barelv escapes being unmask"1 trust Captain Wayne Is not in
by Brennan's harsh, uncalled-ponent Years of constant exposure to
had
been
ed.
Edith Brennan recognizing Wayne,
peril in every form had yielded me a
words, I yet shrank from the
anys she will save him. Securing a pass tending to depart without at least a for
through the lines, they are confronted by word with me?"
thought that I uiust now meet him In
grim philosophy of fatalism that now
Brennan, who is knocked senseless. Then,
It was Brennan. He had entered deadly combat It was no fear of
stood me In most excellent stead. Inbidding Edith adieu. Wayne makes a
dash for liberty. He encounters Bungay, unobserved from the second parlor.
personal Injury that troubled me; Indeed, I doubt not, had I chosen to put
they reach the I,ee camp and are sent
Frankly," I responded, "I hoped I deed I do not recall giving this the
it to the. test, my hand would have
with reinforcements to Join Early. In the
battle of Shenandoah the regiment Is might."
proven the steadier of the two, for
slightest consideration, for my mind
overwhelmed, and Wayne, while In the
'Have you forgotten, then, our com was altogether concentrated upon what
Brennan's face was flushed, and he
hospital. Is visited by Edith Brennan.
Wayne and Bungay are sent on a scoutpact, or do you simply elect to Ig
plainly exhibited the intense animosing detnll, and arriving at the Minor
ity with which he confronted me.
place, Wayne meets MIbs Minor and Mrs. nore it?"
appears.
Bungay,
quick
and
I saw the others exchange
Edith
later
How peculiar the mind often opWayne'a detachment Is besieged by guererates in such moments of exciting
rillas. Brennan and his men arrive and glances of amazement, but I answered
aid In repelling the Invaders until a
coolly;
suspense.
I recall remarking a very
party of bluecoats reach the scene.
slight stoop In Brennan's shoulders
"The latter supposition is more
Brennan challenges Wayne to a duel.
I
nearly the truth. Major Brennan.
which I had never perceived before,
I remember wondering where
CHAPTER XXXIV. Continued.
felt that after what we have just
Moorewe could
passed through together
house had ever discovered a tailor to
"Well, I suppose I shall be compelled both afford to ignore the past, and
give so shocking a fit to his coat, and
to let you and Beelzebub go, but It will consequently was hoping to escape
Anally I grew almost interested in
prove a serious loss to the cause of without again encountering you."
two birds perched upon the limb of
the South," I said, my thoughts Intree opposite where I stood. I even
Indeed!" he exclaimed, sarcastic
stantly turned by mention of the mule ally. "But I might have expected
smiled to myself over a Jest one of
to matters of more Importance. "I ex It. Gentlemen," and he turned tothe young officers had made an hour
pect there will be lively times up ward the expectant group, "this man
before. Yet with It all I remained
your way."
keenly observant and fully aware of
and I have a personal grievance of
en"Ye kin Jlst bet thar will,"
I
have
long
standing unsettled.
each movement made by the others on
thusiastically. "It'll be nip and tuck sought him for months In vain. When
the field. I saw Caton accept the der
o he came last night to our assistance,
I reckon, but I'm mighty hopeful
ringer handed him and test it care
Mariar. Thet dern muel he needs ter before I even consented to accept his
fully, the long, slim, blue barrel lookbe took down a peg."
ing deadly enough as he held it up beservices I Insisted that no occurrence
"Sergeant." I said, "did you send out of the defense should prevent our
tween me and the sky. Then MooreNow
a party to bring In our horses and the meeting, if we both survived.
house approached Brennan with its
sabers?"
fellow in his grasp, and the Lieutenant
he endeavors to sneak away like a
"It vos all done already ; der horses whipped cur. I demand satisfaction
crossed over' and stood beside me.
vos found und der swords."
at his hands, and If it Is refused I
"Here is the gun, Wayne," he
"How many men have we lost?'
shall denounce blm in both armies."
side, "and I sincerely hope you
I
"Der vos five kilt. Captain; dot vos
My cheeks burned, but before
have changed your decision. There la
It I vos hit mit der ear off; Sands could control myself sufficiently for
no mercy in Brennan's eyes."
is goin' to die, und maybe Elliott vlll answer, Moorehouse spoke.
So I notice," I answered, taking
not get some better; some odders vos
"But, Brennan, see here," he said
the derringer from him, and examining
hurted."
anxiously, "surely Captain Wayne has
it with some curiosity, "but I shall do
"How many men does that leave us served you well.
Is this trouble beas I said, nevertheless.
It is not any
fit for duty?" I asked decisively, push- tween you so serious that no amends
sentiment of mercy If eel which spares
ing back my plate and rising from the are possible?"
him, but a duty that appeals to me
table.
"None, short of a personal meeteven more strongly than hate."
"Dere vos twelve, Captain, mit me." ing."
By Heaven, I wish It were other
"That will do," I said. "In half an
"Captain," and the perplexed fedwise."
hour from now have the men ready eral commander turned toward me,
"Who gives the word?" I questioned.
for the road," and I turned and left the "have you any word of explanation in
"I do; are you ready?"
room.
this unfortunate affair?"
"Perfectly."
We must depart at once. More than
"Very little," I answered.
"I am
I held out my hand, and his fingers
ever now I realized the necessity for not even aware that I have done Inclosed upon It with warm, friendly
I
hoped
to
purposely
comMajor
or
haste.
meet the officer
jury to
Brennan,
grip. The next moment Brennan and
manding the Federal detachment who otherwise.
He has not so much as
I stood, seemingly alone, facing each
had ccme to our aid, pay him the cus- honored me with information astc his
other, as motionless as two statues.
tomary marks of respect, and get cauie of complaint However, I care
His coat was buttoned to the throat
away without again coming In contact very little what it may be. As be
r
pulled low over his eyes,
his
beme
I felt myself has
seen fit to denounce
with Major Brennan.
Yet Smoking Derringer at His Feet With an Oath." his pistol hand hacking straight down
His
Hurled
'Brennan
pledged to this course of action.
fore officers of my own corps, I shouid
his side, his gaze never wavering
be extremely glad to meet him upon such a meeting must necessarily mean risk my life rather than Injure Major at
A sentry stationed in the lower hall
from me. I knew he was coolly, deway inrormea me tne omcers were that ground alone; but after what we to Edith Brennan, and how it would Brennan."
His troubled eyes studied me Intent liberately measuring the distance be
This
messrfcg together in the front palor have Just passed through together, I affect our future relationship.
ly,
difpast
masand then his face suddenly bright tween us with as deadly a purpose as
felt' ready to blot out these
was the thought that swayed and
and I at once headed that way.
The almost painful
"Wayne," any murderer.
Whatever they may have tered me.
I had pledged myself to ened with a new thought.
paused, however, to visit the wounded ferences.
stillness was broken by Caton, and I
for a moment, spoke choerlly to my been, they are not liable to occur avoid him, and Indeed had used every he asked, placing his hand upon my marked, the tremor in his voice.
means possible to that end. The time arm familiarly, "la It Mrs. Brennan?"
own men, and then, opening the door again, nor we to meet."
"Are you both ready, gentlemen?"
For an Instant I hesitated, but his
"They have occurred again since you was none too long, yet my mind once
quietly, entered the room which I bad
"I am," said Brennan,
Brennan thoroughly settled as to my duty to manly, honest countenance reassured
last, len in possession 01 the guer- have been in this house!"
"Ready," I replied.
rillas. With the exception of broken broke forth excitedly. "You are not a her, became calm again, and confi- me. "Between us only, It Is," I an
"The word will be one, two, three
slightest
gravely;
now
the
not
you
"but
swered
and
I
bullet-scarrehere
Caton
When
coward,
brand
outcome.
but
In
the
dent
windows and
walls lit
with a slight pause after the
fire;
you
to
her."
blame
will
attaches
Now
visibly
Her!
excited
a sneak and
entered, flushed and
tie evidence remained of that contest as
A report from either pistol bethree.
wholly
not
understand,"
do
he
"I
from what had evidently proven an ac
which had raged here with such fury fight?"
you fore the final word Is spoken I shall
si"yet
do
I
not
last,
at
said
doubt
I
In
greeted
controversy,
utter
moment
him
We
a
stood
for
rimonious
tout a few hours previously.
There
may be perfectly right In your de take personally. Be prepared now."
wore numerous dark stains upon the lence, eye to eye, and I knew there with a smile.
"Ready!" said the voice once more;
pub-lijl-y
He extended his band Im
cision."
difwords,
experienced
It.
appear
help
no
These
to
was
have
for
"You
carpet, but much of the furniture had
spoken, left me no choice.
ficulties In regard to details," I said pulsively. "I know you to be a good and as I saw Brennan's arm slowly
been restored to place, while a cheer
soldier and a true gentleman; I will rise, I lifted mine also, and covered
curiously.
"1 am at your service, Major Brenful wood nre crackled in tne open
unnecessary
stand by you, Wayne, but I pledge this him, noting, as I did so, almost tn wonsternly,
I
or
at
talk,"
"now
much
returned
was
nan,"
"There
men
it
grate.
were sit
three
Before
der, with what steadiness of nerve
If he takes advantage treacherous
have
been
matters
"but
admitted,
he
ting smoking, while upon a small table
at last arranged to the satisfaction of ly, and you fall (as God forbid!) I will and wrist I held the slender gauge
.close at their elbows rested a flat bot
You are to meet at face him myself; and when I do, there just beneath the visor of his cap. Deall concerned.
tie, flanked by several glasses.
liberately, as though he dreaded the
once. In the rear of the big tobacco will be no firing In the air."
single glance sufficed to tell me they
necessity, Caton counted:
we
spoke
not
obI
remember
do
that
entirely
spot
from
removed
a
shed,
being
cavalrymen,
one
were Federal
"One; two; three fire!"
we
once,
save
out
passed
while
compelled
to
I
been
have
servation.
lieutenant whom I had
the
My pistol exploded, the chaige strikaccept pistols as the weapons, as ve through the orchard field where the
already met.
have nothing else here at all sukaole big tobacco shed stood. Not until we ing the limb above him, and I stagof
"I am seeking the commander
for the purpose cavalry sabers being turned the corner of the great ram gered backward, my hat torn from my
I
explained, as
this detachment."
far too cumbersome. Lieutenant Starr shackle building, which tn other and bead, a white line cut through my hair
my
they glanced at me in surprise at
chances to possess two derringers ex- more prosperous days had been dedl and a thin trickle of blood upon my
"I am Capentrance unannounced.
actly alike, which we have mutually caled to the curing of the leaf, did temple. 1 saw Caton rushing toward
tain Wayne, in charge of the Confed
agreed upon. I hope this is satisfac- wn perceive any signs of the presence me, his face filled with anxiety, and
deIn
engaged
was
erate troop which
They were stand- then Brennan burled his yet smoking
of our antagonists.
tory to you, Wayne?"
fense of this house."
upon the further side, directly op- derringer Into the dirt at his feet with
ing
an
precisely
but
not
exKTt
am
"I
A portly man with a strong lace, and
that does not greatly mutter. Wfcjfcts posite the door, and both bowed slight- an oath.
wearing a closely clipped gray beard,
ly as we approached.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
The Captain
for Brennan?"
armchair
comfortable
a
arose from
came toward us slowly.
against
Moorehouse,
"Captain
rather
and advanced with hund extended.
"It Is to be greatly regretted, genWhen Becher "Hollered."
his will, I think."
"I am Captain Moorehouse. in comComing home from the morning
"Very well, Caton; I am perfenly tlemen," be said, with ceremonious pomand,' he answered, cordially, "and
satisfied, and am, Indeed, greatly liteness, "that we have no surgeon service one Sunday Dr. Ueechar threw
Will you
am very glad to meet you.
obliged to you; yet before we go out with us.. However, neither contestant hlniBelf on a lounge and said, tn a ton
lieutenant,
My
second
not Join us?
in this respect.
of djep dejection: "I believe that was
I desire to speak a word or two with has any advantage
who has positive bu'iib 'n that .line,
I stood facing Lieutenant Caton, may I ask if the arthe worst sermon 1 ever preached."
frankness."
utmost
the
has unearthed a lew t: ttles of rather
already
rangements
completed
as
have
of bis daughters protested that
upon
One
lightly
resting
my
hand
him,
choice whisky which we will divide
my eyes reading his proven satisfactory to your princi- she had seldom heard him when be
table,
ak
writing
the
Now
as
and
You
Here
gladly."
"I
Brand
most
"Oh, yea." was
was more energetic.
expressive face. 'As my second I wish pal?"
and Liar; Now Will You tght?"
"I thank you," I replied, anxious to
"Entirely so."
reply, "When I haven't
Impatient
my
fully
the
actions,
comprehend
you
to
meet hlra an pleasantly as possible,
"Then If you will kindly step this anythtug to say I always holler." Tha
here and the motives that Inspire them. If
"but I am eager to get away upon my any time. But I am unfortunate
they are in any way unsatisfactory to way a moment we will confer as to Outlook.
duty as early as may be, and have In having no officer of my army presmay feel at perfect lib- certain detirlla."
merely Intruded upon you to explain ent, and hence can name no sec- your mind you
His Right to Title,
Brennan was leaning in negligent
your services. I am
withheld
to
erty
ond."
my purpose."
says that a New
BY m il paper
against the side of the build
attitude
been,
always
opposed
have
gantlomon
now,
and
thtsro
of
one
"Doubiten
be Insisted. "Duty
"Nonsense,"
upon
taken up bis
had
eyes
Just
chief
Zealand
faatened
the
ing,
ground,
bis
wrong
in
prln
I
believe
it
dueling;
said,
his
to
Is never gulte so urgent as tt require will consent to jprve," he
travesty upon justice; bui the blue smoke of a cigar curled laz- residence upon a piece of land, his
my
rejoinder.
a
dole,
and
brightening
at
Wayne,
face
Captain
liquor.
good
a waste of
"I
I glanced toward
right to which was contested:
Some one hastily pushed a way to It is a custom of the South, a rvffijiiri-nien- t ily above his head.
permit me to present my officers
to the
sought
got
an
undoubted
title
to
amuse
myself
then
have
and
him,
army,
of
our
among
officers
pale
and
Caton,
Lieutenant
and
Lieutenants Warren and Starr, Sec- the front,
queer antics of a gray property," he observed, "aa I at U
watching
but determined, stood at my shoulder. after what has just occurred between squirrel onthethe fenoe rail beyond.
ond New Hampshire Cavalry."
I preceding owner."
myself
cannot
I
"It will afford me pleasure to act Major Brennan and
The constant haunting fear of the
trk-of-
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It leavens the food
evenly throughout; a
puffs it up to airy
lightness, makes it g
g delightiullyappetii- - a
B ing and wholesome, g
Remember, Calumet g
is moderate in price
highest in quality.
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5 Ask your Don't
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hcarr yiel3, hut that's what John Kennedy of
Aiuerut, frsiwntMWUL Bui irom so
MM, acresornprirw
w neat in iyiu ueporii
muavLuvruisiriciH mioat province showed other excel
lent result! such as
000 bushels of wheat
831-r.'O

acres, or
from
bu. per acre. 26, 80 and 40
y i alia w ere num
UOu
erous. Aa high aa 183
bushels of oals to the
acre wemthresbed from
Alberta fleldsln 1810.

cap-vlso-

The

Silver Cup

recent Bposane
at the
was uwurdod to ttie

Fair
Alherta QonuiuneiitaDr
Its exhibit of drains, grasses and
Vegetables. Reports of excellent
yields
for 1V10 oome also from
hmkatr-hewaund Manitoba In
Western Canada.
of 160
l' ree homesteads
ores, and fid join Ing-- pre-

emptions of 100 stores (at
S3 t per acre) are to be had
In lie choicest districts.
Schools convenient,
excellent, soil the
very best , railways close at
lumber
band, building
io get and
cheap, fuel easyprice,
In
water
reasonable
insuy proourou,
mixed
'arming a success.
t
wcv- -

d

w rue as to ui-s- piauv tor
tleniont, settlers' low railway
rates, descrtptlre Illustrated
free on
"LaalBestwest"(snt
application ) and oilier information, to Bup t of Immigration,
Otuiwa, Can.,ortolbeCauaolnn
(M)
O J vernuiont Agent.
W. H. ROGERS
125 W. Ninth St.. Kansas City. Mo.
Please write to the agen t nearest you
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Twenty odd years ago. Sailer's
WInteHonanza Oatswon tne worm a
prize of amoo offered by th
American Agriculturist for the

heaviest yielding oat.

Our new Rejuvenated Whits Sonants
Osts gave during ism and till swurn-t- o
yields ranging from 80 to is! bushels
per acre. Doss welt everywhere, not
so particular ss to sous and cUmes.

For 10c Stamp

iiUav
JOB

We Mail

package of our Famous Oats, together
a lut ot other rare farm seed sum
plsa, as also our Mammoth Catalogue,
It you ask for same.
A. SALSJtJL flJUU) u0.,aoue.lth Sv..La0roess,Wls.
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HAIR BALSA flsJ

Cleanse and bsamlnes
Promotes a luxuriant rrowth.

Merer fails to Restore Orad
xoulujui uoror.
arair w its falling.
Prevents hair
toe, and 1.00 al Prmalsts.

THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY.

therapion:
Br own

sblj

Coughs and Bronchial Tn
Buuiiie liu. Jomh 1. it

ica

ith

lroches

No opiates
oa, lioeUiu , Mass.
1.

lint Cough Syrup. Tastes Good. Uss
In time.
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BROOM CORN

COLTIVATIOJ

BROOM CORN
CULTIVATION

SAVED FROM
AN OPERATION

Discussions by Men Experienced
in Growing This Valuable Crop

SHED8 PAY FOR
THEMSELVES THE FIR8T
SEA80N.

How Mrs. Reed of Peoria, IlL,
Escaped The Surgeon's Knife.

BROOM CORN

(By

B.

E. Vandiver,

Lindsay, Okla.)

The most lenportant feature In raising good broom corn Is to secure good
seed, which we secure in this section
from the Illinois Seedsmen, who have
made a specialty of broom corn. The
seed Bhould be tested before planting
time, by counting out
seeds and planting them In some good
warm place, and see how many of
them will sprout. Ordlnarly
from
per cent of the
ninety to ninety-fivfrom these Illinois
seed secured
Seedsmen will germinate.
Now as to the preparation of the
soil I prefer breaking the land and
planting with a disc opener to a row
planter. This la the kind we used last
year, and secured very good results
It puts the soil in a good seed bed,
and leaves the plants in a good condition. To work this way of planting
Is excellent tor either sod or old land
Listing is a very good way to plant,
but it Is more apt to be drowned out
in the spring, and it is more difficult
to obtain a uniform stand after the
lister.
Seventy to eighty seeds to the rod
should be planted on good rich soil
but not so many on land that is
Fifty to sixty Is plenty on
d

e
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No. 2.

ILLUSTRATION

NUMBER

TWO AND
THREE QUALITY.

Number 2 Ib an Inferior growth,
very coarse, kinky, curly and twisted
straw in some stalks, with heavy center stems and a very large, coarse,
flat, uniform straw, which Is only
fit for shop, mill, railroad or factory
brooms, for 'such trade desires only
the cheapest corn that is stiff and
rugged.
Growers should raise as l'ttle of
such broom corn aa possible, in the
best, or Number 1 quality, there are
enough scattering stalks to supply
such demands.

MANY

FROWNS

Right Kind of Smile Standi Always
for the Best Things There Are
In This Life.

Friends Marvel

At

Discussions by Man Experienced
in Growing This Valuable Crop

No. 3.

BETTER THAN

prairie

Peoria, III. "I wish to let every one
know whatLydia E. Pinkham 'sVegetable
Compound has done
forme. For two years
I suffered. The doctor said I hed a tumor
and the only remedy
was the surgeon's
knife.
My mother
bought me Lydia E.
Pinkham 's Vegeta
ble Compound, and
today I am a well and
healthy woman. For
months I suffered
from Inflammation, and your Sanative
Wash relieved me. I am glad to tell
anyone what your medicines have done
for me. You can us my testimonial in
any way you wish, and I will be glad
to answer letters." Mrs. Christina
Reed, 105 Mound St, Peoria, 111.

mm
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Mrs. Lynch Also Avoided
Operation.
Jessup, Pa. "After the birth of my

fourth child, I had severe organic inflammation. I would have such terriMe pains
that it did not seem as though I could
stand it This kept up for three long
months, until two doctors decided that
an operation was needed.
"Then one of my friends recommended
Lydia E. Pinkham 's Vegetable Compound and after taking It for two inoutha
I was a well woman." Mrs. Joseph A.
Lynch, Jessup, Pa.
Women who suffer from female ills
should try Lydil E. Pinkham 's Vegetable Compound, one of the most successful remedies the work' has ever known,
before submitting to a surgical

lar.d.

The first work on broom cum
should be when It is five or six inches
high, end then should be ploughed
about three tlmea, laying it by when
it 1b about waist high. My experience
la on raising Standard corn.
Cutting the corn should commence
right after the bloom begins to fall,
In order to get the pea green color
and the weight. The brush should be
cut, hauled and seeded the same day,
and not allow It to become bleached
by the sun. We shed all the corn in
this part of the country, as the sheds?
and Blata will pay for themselves In
one season In the quality of the brush
Brdm corn cared for in this way sold
for $120.00 per ton, while broom corn
handled and cured In the open field
was not worth more than $'70.00.
Poorly handled broom corn Is not desirable at any price where good nice
brush can be obtained.
Good nice baling and seeding are
essential parts In raising this crop,
as they will raise the value from
$10.00 to $20.00 more on the ton.
I have ralBed broom corn for the
paat five years, an1 have received
from $100.00 to $165.00 per ton, whllt
average cast off cuttings have been
something like $20.00 per ton. While
we raise Standard corn, yet our pre
ference is for the Tennessee
Ever
green.
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the door of a hospital Is the
sign: "If you can't smile, don't go In."
There are aralles and smiles, but of
course this means the smile which
stands for the best things In life, not
the kind that Irritates, but the kind
Which cheers and Inspires and stimulates and nourishes. Whoever conceived of that sign was not far from
being a good physician, though he may
halve been serving as Janitor. Better
than medicine is the smile of friendship to those who are set apart by
their Infirmities. And the smile of
cheer and hopefulness Is not only the
passport to the hospital, but to nil
the world, if we but knew It. Boms-on- e
remarks:
"Who Is beyond the
ministry of a kindly smile? It Is a
tonic to the discouraged. It helps the
little child for whom the world holds
so much that makes afraid, and It
cheers the aged who find life unspealc
ably lonely. As King Arthur's court
was built by music, so the happier life
we all hunger for here upon earth Is
built In large part by the cheerful
faces we see, hb we bear the load- - appointed ujr us." Universalis! Leader.
He Was Shown In Missouri.
"An Englishman who recently

"I suffered with womanly troubles, which made me
violently UL sometimes for a week at a time. My cheeks
were sunken, and my frame that of a skeleton. My condition grew worse until the physicians said I could only
be relieved by a difficult operation, but, womanlike, I said
I would die first
When life seemed darkest, and death
almost welcome, Cardui saved me. To please me, my
husband got me a bottle of Cardui at the drug store, and
I began to

CARDUI
CC 70

The Woman's Tonic
When I had taken two bottles of Cardui, I had regained such strength I could attend to all my household
duties, without any help. My friends marvel at my recovery." This is an extract from a sworn statement made
by Mrs. Martha Oerichs, of 2348 Benton Street, St Louis, Mo.
A strong endorsement, isn't it?
If you are ailing, suffering from any of the troubles so
common to women, or if you are weak and lack life and
energy, remember that Cardui is to be had in every drug
store, ready for Instant use. Used in time, it will give you
relief, build up your strength, and help to make you well again.
lry it Your druggist has it on his shelt

ar-

rived In this country went out Into
Marlon county to visit some of the
Lord Scully lands, and while wander
ing arout ran onto a small white
skunk," says Tom O'Neal.
"Afterwards, on making Inquiry as to what
kind of animal it was and the name of
It, he was told that It was a polecat.
After he had changed his clothes he
sat down and wrote to his family back
In England as follows:
" 'I have been out looking over the
country today, and in traveling about I
met with an American cat, a beautiful
little creature, but I think It had the
most offensive breath, don't you know,
of any animal I ever saw In ray life."'
Kansas City Journal.
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HERE IT IS
Something that will give
your rough, soft wood floors the appear
ance of the finest oak ones, do away with
unsanitary carpets, lighten housework,
nuke a beautiful wainscoting, in fact
change an old house into a new one and
yet be within easy reach. of everybody's
pocketbook.
Thin'r of It o perfect imitation of
oak, madti of materials aa durable aa
iron and put up in rolls at a moderate
price.

SITUATION

Saving a Desperate Man.
Example of the Soft Answer That ry?"Why did you get engaged to HarYou swore that you would never,
Turneth Away Wrath Also
never, have anything to do with such
the T. uth.
a cuan."
"Yes, dear, I know I did. But well,
One of Dr. Aked's moat ardent sup
porters when that divine was pastor I wouldn't have accepted him if he
of Mr. John D. Rockefeller's church hadn't made such a perfectly dreadful
is fond of telling what he considers a threat."
"Oh! That old stall about rushing
striking example of Dr. Aked's wit.
Dr. Aked was fond of taking long out and committing suicide?"
"No, worse than that."
country walks, and one day, being far
"But any of those threats are bluffs.
in the country and wandering through I suppose
he said he'd kill the next
a
field, he and his friend noticed u Blgn
Number 3 Is a stalk of crossed
nailed to a tree. "No trespassing man who called on you, eh?"
"No, no!
brush, between
I've heard that before.
Kaffir corn and
here."
Broom Corn. It contains a very
Hurrying to get oat of the forbidden Dearie, he threatened that If I did not
large, pithy center stem and very
ground they met a farmer who assailed accept him he'd go and propose to you.
And I believe he would have done It,
them grimly with the remark:
kinky at formation on stalk. Kaffir
"Trespassers in this field are prose- too he was perfectly desperate!"
Corn, Milo Maize, Sorghum and
cuted."
Broom Corn are all a species that
Rubbing It In.
Dr. Aked smiled at the Irate farmer.
cross very readily. Growers should
The
man approached
"But we are not trespassers, my
by all means never plant broomcorn
the city editor.
good man," said he.
"I was sent up here to whip you,"
adoining any of the other feed Bturf
"What be you then?" demanded the
stated the visitor, as he produced a
mentioned above, or allow volunteer
farmer. "We are Presbyterians, my dear sir," clipping. "See what you said about
heads to grow up and bloom, as the
my wife this morning."
replied Dr. Aked and walked away.
bloomfalls over on the broom corn and
The city editor read: "Mrs. Griffin
year
you will see traces of
the next
served a dirty luuchcon."
the cross between the two species.
CHILD'S HEAD
"The word was 'dainty,' air, when
my wife wrote It," explained the visA MASS OF HUMOR
itor. "Now read further."
BROOM CORN SEED THE FIRST
The city editor read: "Mrs. Grif"I think the Cutlcura remedies are fin was gowned in aesdxzquoaaxzhjjldy
THING TO CONSIDER.
the best remedies for eczema I have hdkk89677nnnw - Ujjgaggkisnnwgzt
ever heard of. My mother had a child
"Now," said the visitor, "my wife
who had a rash on Its head when it does not mind the insult passed upon
(By Rush James, Charleston, III.)
was real young. Doctor called It baby the luncheon, but you must retract
rash. He gave us medicine, but It did that libel on her gown."
GOOD PRICES FOR BROOMCORN
Have raised broom corn for twelve
n? good. In a few days the head was
THAT IS WELL TAKEN
successive years, and the first thing
a solid mass, a running sore. It was
Evil of Idleness.
CARE OF.
to be considered is the quality of seed.
awful; the child cried continually. We
Work develops all the good there la
had to hold him and watch him to in a man; idleness all the evil.
I buy the best I can get, free from (By W. E. Klllinger, Okalhoma City
Work
keep him from scrotchlng the sore. sharpens all hie faculties
smut, from some seed dealer who Is
Oklahoma.)
His suffering was dreadful. At last him thrifty; Idleness makesand makes
absolutely reliable. The Australian
him lazy
we remembered Cutlcura Remedies. and a spendthrift.
Work surrounds
So far sb the variety of broomcorn
Standard Seed Is superior to any
We got a dollar bottle of Cutlcura
a man with those whose habits are
from the manufacturers stand point
other variety. (
a box of Cutlcura Ointment industrious and honest;
In such soThe ground Is ploughed from five there is not much preference, aa the and a bar of Cutlcura Soap. We gave ciety
a weak man develops strength,
to six Inches deep, fall ploughing pre- manufacturers, as a rule, are seeking the Resolvent as directed, washed the and a strong man Is
made stronger.
ferred, after which It is double disced medium lerfgth brush of good color head with the Cutlcura Soap, and ap- Idleness, on the other hand, Is apt to
plied
the
Cutlcura
had
Ointment.
We
To those who contemplate planting
and harrowed. As the seed bed should
throw a man Into the company of men
be In first class condition with the broomcorn this year, would advise not used half before the child's head whose object In life is usually the
was clear and free from eczema, and pursuit of
unwholesome and demoralizsoil thoroughly, pulverized, so as to that they secure the best seed obtain
it has never como back agtdn. His
Darius Ogden Mills.
Insure an even stand of corn. Prom able, buying it from some reliable head was healthy and he bad a beau- ing diversions
sixty to eighty seeds Is planted to seed grower or handler of seed, for tiful head of hair. I think the CutlA Painful Occasion.
e rod, and when the ground is not in this way seed can be secured that cura Ointment very good for the hair.
"What Is the trouble next door?"
It makes the hair grow and prevents
foul, do not cultivate It until It la has been treated for smut, aa this !
"Little Tommy Tibbies Is elvlne- a
about four nches hgh, usng a three one of the most objectionable features falling hair." (Signed) Mrs. Francie coming out hawl."
1910.
Lund,
City,
19,
Plain
Sept.
Utah,
hovel cultivator straddling the row If to be found In broomcorn. It makes
"A coming out ball? I don't underAlthough Cutlcura Soap and Oint- stand."
it is weedy. Plough the first time as the brooomcorn very dusty and unsat-l- s ment
are sold eyerywbere, a sample
"His father has Just released him
soon as the broom corn Is high
factory to handle, and reduces the
of each, with
book, will be after a short session in the
enough to Bee the row, and after weight of the fibre.
wood
wards as often as possible, laying it fc Seeding should be done the same mailed free on application to "Cutl slied.
by when the corn Is about three feet day the corn Is pulled, and cured In cura," Dept.'L, Boston.
Didn't Wait to Choose.
.
high.
the shed, and If brush is taken care
"I, presume Blobster applied some
Wonderful
Control.
Harvesting should begin when the of In this manner you will find more
choice expletives to his automobile
"Do you believe in hypnotism?"
heads are In yellow bloom, as this In buyers seeking your place every fall
"Yes," replied Mr. Cumrox, "there when it broke down yesterday
60
sure good quality and color of brush. and as a result better prices will be must be some such thing. Every now miles from a garage?"
"No, Indeed. He Just cut loose and
If the weather la perfect leave the secured. Some growers claim thai and then I hear of some one who mansaid the first strong words that cume
corn on tables In the field one day those who handle their broomcorr. ages to get a cook to stay in the
into his mind."
after cutting, before seeding. Immedl carelessly get as much for It as those
ately after threshing, corn should be who take more care, but such is not
Cl'KI
IAT
Relics of Barberiem.
placed on shelves from two to three the cast. There might be one season JU TO
LAXATI1
M'shlets.
Hewitt Speaking of relics of barpnififlaL refund
ra. a. w.
'Inches thick, then leave It alone for In five or six that the one who is care'
aOVS'H M.nul
barism
three weeks If tbo weather Is good for less will get as much as the other
Jewett I noticed them; you ought
upon
men
look
Some
married
home to shave yourself.
drying. If not, leave until thorough fellow, but have never seen It fail,
as a place to rest and some others
ly dry.
that the man who takes the propel get
anything but a rest while there.
Temperance Is reason's girdle and
We prefer to bulk the corn before care did not receive a good price for
passion's bridle, the strength of the
baling, as It lays much closer in the his broomcorn.
Single
Binder costs more than
LEWIS'
My advice is, secure the best seed other 6o cigars. Made of extra quality soul, and the foundation of virtue.
bale, takes fewer men, and makes
Jeremy Taylor.
tobacco.
neater, heavier bales; using five possible, cut an4 leave no boots or
wires to the bale.
blades on the stock, having the cutMany a flowery speech has been
An engaged couple prefer a Up to
We make a specialty of raising ter leave about four Inches of stock nipped in the hud by a nonapprecia-tlv- e II ; silence rather than a heart to heart
Australian Broom Corn, and have al- below the fibre of the corn. Seed
audience.
talk.
ways received from $5.00 to 110.00 well, and cure In sheds If possible.
fer ton more than the market price, Prefer the Galesburg baler, using five
due to the manner of harvesting and wires making the bale weigh from
3S0 to 850 pounds. Believe by followcaring for same.
Will be pleased to give any Infor- ing these suggestions, a batter "price
mation to anyrne writing me.
would be received for broomcorn.
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Is made of an indestructible felt base beautifully colored and grained by a special process, made possible by a
recent discovery. It is protected with a triple coating of
varnish which receives the brunt of the wear.

Flooring is easy to keep clean,
and will not crack, peel or blister. Is absolutely
vermin-proo- f,
odorless and sanitary.
damp-proo- f,
Makes warm floors in winter and smaller fuel
Gal-va-ni- te

bills.
Put up in

Sold in any
rolls 38 inches wide.
Ask your
quantity by all first class dealers.
Flooring or send to us for
dealer for
samples and a beautifully illustrated booklet.
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FORD MANUFACTURING CO.
St. Paul.

Omaha.

When Mamma Failed to Beam.
little girl, wbo attracted all the
passengers on the tram car with her
singular sweetness, was asked by a
lady who sat next to her: "And did
Santa Claus bring you a dolly at
A

Christmas?"
"Yes, Indeed," said the little girl,
and all the passengers smiled, while
the mother beamed at the attention
her child was receiving.
"He brought me two dolls," continued the child to the strange lady, "and,
do you know, the hair on one of my
dolls' heads comes right off Just like
mamma's."
And every one smiled again, but the
mother did not beam.
Certainly Not.
Mrs. Styles Don't you think
new hat Improves my looks, dear?
Mr. Styles I suppose so.
"But what makes you look

Chlcaio,

St

Kanaaa Clrj,

Louis.

Wffitemoreb
II Shoe Polishes
FINEST QUALITY

LARGEST VARIETY

GII.T
the only ladles'
EDGE
. 1. (...I
. dressing
. .........
..
.
........ . ... OIK uiuua! shoe
tint
BUU t ouanes
7" r
UUL,ls ,na
shliisa
ho.
ill
wjthpnt rubbing, SJo.
SI Alt couiulnaliou f..r cleaning mid Gloss,"
pollnblii all
kinds of rusact or tan shoes, lUe.'lanlv"
so UliM'K YVIIITK lip liquid toruT with spon!r
cross?"
whl'ns dirty
shoes.
3icandc -- n"
BABY KMTE combination for gentlemen who
"I'm thinking of the bill for that take
pride In having their stiuea look Al. Healoiua
hat. You can't expect that to improve color and lustre to all black tinea Polish with
brush or cloth, 10 cents. "E11U" also
cents.
my looks." Yonkers Statesman.
If your dealer

this

.

,

i.

eau-va-

Good Sign.
Mrs. Knlcker John never remembers to mall my letters.
Mrs. Bocker Perhaps be is cut out
for a statesman.

does uot keep the kind ru wuut,
send us the price In stamps and we will send
you a,
lull slse package ebargea paid.

VVHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.,
and Largest Manufacturers 6?
Shoe Polishes in the World.

The Oldest

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

Strong Healthy Women
If a woman is strong and healthy in a womanly way

moth-...noo-

d

means to her but little suffering. The trouble lies
in the feot that the many women suffer from weakness and
disease of Che distinctly feminine organism and are unfitted
lor motherhood.
This can be remedied.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Cure

the weaknesses and disorders of
urgans concern eu in motherhood, making them
healthy, strong, vigorous, virile and elastic.
"Favorite Prescription" banishes the indispositions oi the
period of expectanoy and makes baby's advent easy and
almost painless. It quickens and vitalizes the
a healthy and robust baby. Thousands of women
bavo
testified to it marvelous merits.
It Make Weak Women Strong.
It Malum
Well.
Honest druggists do not offer subatitutea, and urge Sick Women
upon you e7"luet
Accept no secret nostrum in place of thisthem
at good.
contain, not drop of alcohol and not a grain of
oTinjuriou.
g
drugs. Is a pure glyceric extract of healing, native America.
women.
It acta directly on the delicate and important

fj,Mkmcm

non-secr-

habit-formin-

In Memoriam
Regular services at 11 a. m.
J. Sterling Marsh, son of John
and 8:00 p. m. every Sunday C. and Virginia Hillsman Marsh
Bible school 9:46 a. m.
was born near Lynchburg. VirPrayer meeting every WedFebruary 14, 1874, and
ginia,
nesday 8 p. m.
Ladies Aid
every died atLasCruces, New Mexico,
meets

Baptist Chucrh.

Thursday 2 p. m.

CLOVIS COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Miss

Wlllabwr heard Hie door of his

Nettie Leftwith, at Lynch-

If you want to qualify for
good, well-pai- d
positions in
the business world, go to the

-

Brethren's Church.
Services
at the Brethren
church, North Thornton Street
each Lord's Day.
Sunday School at 10 a. m'
Preaching 11 a. m.
Busy Worker's meeting for
children at 3 o'cJock Sunday afternoon.
worker-- , meeting
Christian
7:00 p m

Preaching 8:00 p m. "The Ministration of Angels" will be the
subject for a special sermon, Sunday night, Mar. 31, bythe pastor.
All are invited to be present.
Teacher Training class and
Prayer meeting each Thursday
evening at 7:30 P. M.
C. H. Brown, Pastor.

Methodist Church
Wawhington and GidJings Sts.
Columbus A. Clark, Pastor.

Phone 75.
Sunday School 9:30 A. M..
Fred G, Belschner, Supt.
Junior League 3 P. M., Mrs.
L E. Tripp, Supt.
Eoworth League 6:30 P. M.,
Earl E. Forbes. President.
Woman's Missionary Council
each Wednesday at 3 P. M., Mrs.
D. D. Swearingin, President.
Prayer and social meeting each
Wednesday evening at 7:30.
service for all the people, led by
a layman.
All the services of this church
will be held in their usual order
for the coming week, with
preaching Sunday morning and
evening by Rev. J. C. Jones pastor of the Methodist church at
Texico.

The public cordially invited to
attend these services.
Columbus A. Clark, pastor.

Presbyterian Church.
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Prof. Griffin, Supt
Preaching at 11 a. m.
Subject of discourse: The Christian's duty is towork and
watch. Mark 13:34.
Solo by Mrs. Justus.
Evening service at 7:80. Sermon by pastor: The strength
and beauty of the Sanctuary.
Psa. 96:6.
Anthem by the choir.
We are getting ready for Eas.
ter, practicing with the choir,
etc. There are very beautiful
anthems in our choir book. Also
the Sabbath school will takcharge of one of the services
with their program of songs,
recitations, talks, etc. We want
to encourage the children along
these Hoes.
The pastor will go to Presbytery next week, but will be back
for Sabbath. He has been notified to bring along several delegates and thus far we know of
one lady who will go.
S. H. Jones, Pastor.
-

L Stall of Lynchburg. Va., Mrs.
0, E. Massey of Dubois, Pa.,
and Miss Lillian Marsh who
lives with her parents near
Lynchburg, Va. ; and four brothers. J. E.. L. T. and W. C.
Marsh of Lynchburg. Va., and
Rev. J. W. Marsh, pastor of the
Methodist church of Brookr.eal.
Va.
He is also survived by a
grandmother,
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Marsh, now past 92 years of age,
and wbo also lives near Lynchburg.
Mr. Marsh came of one of the
most prominent and highly respected families of Virginia One
of his grandfathers, Sterling
Hillsman, for whom Mr. Marsh
was named, was an honored
minister in the Baptist chu rch.
After his marriage, Mr. Marsh
entered the lumber business at
Lynchburg, his old home, and
was more than successful with
his business enterprise. He continued this business until his
health gave way. five years ago
when he came west, first locating at Albuquerque, afterward
going to El Paso, Texas, and
when Clovis was put on the map
by the Santa Fe Railroad, he became one of its first citizens and
has been vitally connected with
all its progress until his death.
He established the Clovis Planing Mills in the beginning of the
town and did the largest contracting business of any man in
Clovis until the very last. In
spite of his constant fight for
health and life, Mr. Marsh was
successful to a marked degree
as a business man.
He was faithful in all his relations. In his home he was an
ideal father and husband. He
was always more solicitous for
g
the moral and spiritual
his
of
children than for the
material prosperity of himself
Hence, when the
and them.
ond came he devoted all his remaining strength to counseling
his children about how to live
and how to meet the needs of
their moral nature. He expressed his readiness to meet his
end and declared he was more
than willing to meet his destiny.
He was a faithful member of
the Methodist church and of the
Masonic Fraternity and his funeral was held at the Methodist
church, the writer preaching the
funeral sermon from the text of
his own selection, "I have fought
a good fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith,
henceforth there is laid up for
me a crown of righteousness."
The members of the Masonic
Lodge attended in a body and
at the close of the service at the
church they had charge of his
remains, and conducted the
beautiful ritualistic service at
well-bein-

the grave.

Peace to his ashes and eternal
felicity to his redeemed spirit!
His pastor,
Columbus A. Clark.

For Sale at Auction Car
Coal.
Place Clovis.

County Curry,

State New Mexico, Date April

8th, 1912, Time 10 a. m.
We will sell at pubic auction
Onion Sets-See- d
Potatoes to the highest bidder for account
Irish and Sweet. Our stock is of whom it may concern and for
in can fill your orders promptly. accumulated charges, the conAsk us about Swifts' Fertilizer. tents off. & B. V. car 1620.
Roswell Seed Co.
billed as 65,000 lbs of lump coal
Roswell, N. M. on Colorado & Southern Ry Co,

pri-

Way
"I've been looking at your framed
photographs down in the reception
room and I don't like any of them!"

-

CLOVIS COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Chris tain Church
burg, Virginia, who survives
him.
To this union was born
The pulpit of the Christian
church will be filled next Sun- four sons, Harry, age 11 years,
day by Frederick F. Grim, of Earnest, age 9 years. Clyde, age
7 years and Chester p.ge2 years,
Albuquerque.
9.45 Bible 8chool. H. L Stude- all of whom are living. He is also survived by his father and
vant. Superintendent.
mother, three sisters, Mrs". C.
11:00
Commmunion and Sermon.
Subject: Taking One's Religion
Seriously.
0:30 Christian Endeavor.
7:30 Worship and Sermon.
The members are urged to be
present. The public is cordially
invited to worship with us.

Photographer's

He Came Back

The entire second floor of
the Owens Building is now
occupied by the

March 7th. 1912. Mr. Marsh
was married, July 25tb. 1900 to

8. B. Calloway, Pastor.

lhe

arefully

ing room into toe photographer'
studio and posed herself gracefully
on the Txiuls XIV. chair.
"What's the matter with them?''
asked the photographer.
"Well." replied the girl, "I've Ideas
of my own you know I attend art
school and we've studied portraiture.
Now. there's a certain HtlfriioRo In all

blot-abo-

In

his

with a pale

air stood
fore him n
'Dick:"
from Ills
band and f

be

He sprang
the. visitor's

CLOVIS COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
EDWARD HOERING, President.

ou ? As if I could for- Why, man, there haw not
been a day for the last two years that
I have not thought of yon!'
Two
get ynn'

PHONE

-

i(
)

C. V. STEED

gj

Davidson's Transfer Co.
HAS CHANGED. Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
When Vou Want a Transfer Call us
Clovis, New Mexico
Postoff ice Box 544
Rapson (by Rugby) Colo. W-FOR RENT Four room house
CS 14 January 4th, 1912, ship-e- d near school. Apply to Clovis Furby Rapson Coal Company to niture Co., or Phone 111.
shipper's order Ackimo Fuel &
Supply Company notify Swartz
FOR RENT Three nice plas& McCiusken,
Clovis. N. M.. tered rooms with two large closwhich we are unable to obtain ets, Bath and Electric lights.
disposition for.
One block south of school building.
D. C. Knowles, Agent.
Mrs. Ida Nooner.
A. T. & S. F.
March 19th, 1912.
2tb M29
B

FOR RENT-ModOne-wa- y

Colonists Ticket

Every Day, March 1 to April
the Snta Fe will sell
y
excursion
tickets to CaMchia and Arizona,
especially for colonists.
Good on any Santa Fe through
train except the California Limited and Santa Fe
Honored in chair care. Also
honored in tourist sleepers on
payment of berth fare, which is
about half the standard PuUroan
charge.
The usual colonist stop-ove- r
privileges.

house.

16, 1912,
low-price-

d

da-Lux- e.

D. C.

Knowles,

Agent.

RoswelL N. M.

March 25th 12.
Editor Clovis News:
Dear Sir:
Having noticed ad article
in your paper commending the
sheriff of Curry County! for his
action in raiding a gambling resort in a neighboring town and
being a resident of Curry county
I desire too express my views
through your columns, and my
reasons for this courte.
I am inclined to believe your
said sheriff is fully aware of as
many as two regular poker
Sames going in your town of
Clovis, because I have told him
of the street solicitors for the
same thinking he would take
further steps and I do not. give
much credit to any officer or
newspaper that will not make
an effort to clean up at home as
well as in the neighboring villages.
While I prefer that ray name
shall not be published in connection with this I am in Clovis
almost every week and I am
ready at any time to give the
proper officials information of a
deffinate character if they prove
themselves sincere in their efforts to stop such violations.
Contributed.

6 room
Close in.
Chas. E. Dennis,
Rear 1st Nat. Bank.
ern

-

one-wa-

FOR RENT Two modern
four room houses, with bath, on
corner of Grand Ave. and Ross
St. If taken at once will rent
for $20.00 per month. Inquire of
C L. Overby at Alfalfa Lumber
2t F. 29.

Co.

FOR SALE
oline engines.

returned the
girl, gently but firmly. "On the face
of that 'Madonna and Child' that's
to lunch with me!
I want to talk marked 'First Prize' there's an
worried loo!; yoti can see
over old times!
Say, was there a
worse pair of boys in the whole village that the camera was held a second
too long and the product Isn't easy
than We were?"
'"The neighbors didn't think bo, Fred. and natural."
"Well, but Madonnas are all
Hut I don't want to talk over these
of worried look at the great oneaw
times."
protested the photographer, earnest"How does it happen
"The governor made me a present ly.
The girl smiled amusedly, as she
of a pardon. I was turned loose New
might nave smiled at a small boy exYear's morning."
"Well, isn't that fine! It was a pressing his views on art. "But, don't
shame you were ever imprisoned. I you see, they're natural in those great
knew you w ere not guilty. You couldn't pictures," she said. "The worry, If
be."
that's what you call It, isn't because
the Madonna's afraid her mouth will
be stiff from holding the expression
"Yes. I was guilty, Fred."
too long. Her eyes aren't stiff from
"You what!"
"Yes," said the other, a note of hope- being afraid of winking and blinking.
lessness In his voice. "I only got Do you" see what I mean?" She draped her train more gracefuly.
what was coming to me."
"Why, Dick!"
"Well, we've got to hurry Dow,"
"Well?"
''I 1 am sorry. Hut never mind, said the photographer, glancing at his
you are free now. You will never do watch and looking meaningly at the
closed doors of the various dressing
such a thing again."
rooms. "How do you want yours
"Do you believe that?"
"I know it! Have you seen your taken? I suppose you want to pose
yourself?"
wife?"
"Of course," responded
"It was the first place I went, of
the girl,
coldly.
course."
She smoothed back her hair
and smiled sweetly, bending a trifle
"Have you told her?"
forward. "There, I think this Is a
"That I was guilty? Yes."
very good pose," she remarked, mod"How old is the little girl now?"
estly.
"Clarlbel Is three now."
"
"That's great! And you're going
the operated smiled.
to start all over again and the three "That'll be a peach. It'li give you a
of you will be just, as happy as toads nice big head and bring the forehead
in a barrel."
sut beautifully!
it'll quite hide
"'1 hat is what I came to see you
your rmlle with your nose, which will
about, Fred."
be large enough
for ' any modest
"I'm mighty glad you thought of human being, and If I take It full
me the first thing. Tell me what I length people will wonder whether
can do."
3ne foot 1b really go much larger than
"I answered an advertisement for a the other or if It's Just your shoes."
place in a grocery house this morn8he heard him snap the bulb It
ing, and the Job has been promised me clicked loudly and so she knew that
provided I can get a letter of refer- was over.
ence. I asked if a letter from you
"Now, another pose, please!" He
would do. and the manager told me was aggressively polite.
It would be as good as gold.
The girl In the evening gown held
The
place will be held open until noon."
herself frigidly. "I .think I'll have
"Did you tell him er "
ine, now, sitting dreaming not any
"That I had been a convict? You particular pose. I'll just put myself
dou't understand.
That would queer iu the attitude and when my expresme 1"
I have got to have a sion Is really that of a dreamer
chance to prove that I am on the when I've sufficiently forgotten your
square before 1 let that be known."
presence and that of the camera
"1 see."
you may anap me."
"You will recommend me, Fred?"
The photographer drew up a chair
with much commotion
' "What can I say?"
and settled
"Dou't you believe me to be hon- dlmaelf In It. "All right, get set!'' he
est"
ordered, wearily.
"I certainly do."
The girl, for lack of a window,
"Then, you'll do it! By George, you lected a certain leafy fly to aet
always were the squares! "
ou! upon In meditation.
"It wouldn't be rlglit."
'Well," she exclaimed, after five si"Oh, well, I Buppose you know best. lent minutes had elapsed, 'why don't
I was a fool to hope that you woulu you snap me?"
help me. You are like all the rest. A
"I haven't seen that dreamy expresman whose foot has slipped ought to sion yet." The lone of the photogreform and lead an upriit life and all rapher was calm.
Hihi oori of thing, but you won't help
The girl opened her tin in sponk
him do it. But I'll show you!"
but closed them and took op her po"Show me what, Dick?"
sition again. "Snap me in two min"Show you that I will make good in utes!' she ordered, tersely.
Bpiie of you and your kind."
She dreamed during what seemed
to her several minutes without heat"Wait a minute, old friend"
ing u sound from the cameru.
Hel
"Walt? To hear a sermon and get lips were dry and her eyes ache
a package of advice? No, I'll go home from being kept iu one position, she
und tell Nellie that the old friendship closed her eyes a second for rest,
from which I had hoped for so much wiping her lips with her tongue,
never really existed. I must make my when click! 8h
knew the photoown chance."
graph waa taken.
"I don't want to preach to you, old
"Just two minutes," exclaimed the
boy. Here, let me read you what I photographer,
energetically,
at be
was writing when you came in; 'Want- shut bis watch.
ed Assistant to superintendent
In
largo factory; must furnish referen"Do do you think It will be good?"
ces; apply at office of Wilfred A.
juerled the girt, apprehensively. "I
Do you see, Dick? I couldn't luat know I blinked and that I had
ask others to do what I wouldn't do tay tongue out In that last one!"
myself. That ;.d was going into to"Well, you can't tell ubout Us eee
morrow's paper, but I believe I'll tear artistic
pictures," commented
the
it up now."
photographer, sagely. "But I'll tell
"Fred, you don't mean"
you what I'll do I'll take a few quick
"Can you go to work tomorrow. snaps, now, on my own hook. Just
you sit and do what 1 tell you and
"Fred, I
think ye ll manage to get a few good
"That's all right. I think I am poses for you."
mighty lucky to get a man 1 know and
When the door of the dressing
it on your hat and room closed on the girl in pink the
go to lunch. D
iu know, only yes-lphotographer aald to bia assistant,
terduy I was tb
of you, and the who had come in to remove
the
up by the trousers plates: "I fooled her. all right can't
v tre!"
afford to let these people run thp
atudlo. Why, every woman would ho
trying to poae herself and they
lodoo.
would apoll platea by the score. She
!ue !
It li 'ook aome claasy poses and when
she was tired holding them I snapped
the case of my watch shutand tohl
!

Night Pbone 38.

Day. Phone 14.

Paris!"
"I can't help that."

you remember Knowlson'3
And Lents' peach
I certainly am glad to see
Sit down. Tom iiiiihI go

in tree?

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery

"Stiffness!" Interrupted the photographer, brusquely. "Well, all I can
say is that your art school needs a
new teacher!
Why, every, one of
those photographs that ynn cr
has won medals two of
hem In

Two good gasInquire at this

office.

FOR SALE -- Four registered
Scotch Collie Puppies.
Inquire
of H. A. Jenkins at the Turf saloon.

For Sale.
South west quarter of section
range 35 east, township, 4
north, deeded. For further information, address L.E. Weaver,
St. Augustine, III.'

24,

For Sale
Furniture and fixtures of a

20

room brick hotel.

Rates $2.60
per day, adiress Travelers Inn,
Portales, N. M. Inquire at this

office.

"Um-ljum!-

Wll-labe-

WANTED- - to trade business
house and lot in Melrose, worth
$1,000 for proved up claim. Inquire at this office, or address
J. E. C, Clovis, N. M.

FOUND A pocket book containing considerable silver and
coppers. Same may be had by
describing same, and paying for
this notice. Inquire of J. V. Rice.
Lost An Eastern Star pin.
The finder will kindly return to
Mrs. R.W. Johnson West Main
street.
Farm to let on sh
acres 3 miles south o
For full particulars
call at News office.

I
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g

re-an-

isoever
death."

w

out too dark to be
shell have to be aat
iBf die a of these poses that I
"Now, send in the

t
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Notice For Publication
al

Notice of Contest.

Lend.

United States Land Office
Fort Sumner, N. M.. Mar. 13, '12.
To United States Commissioners:

rtmn? of the Interior. U 3 land office
mner N. M.. March 13. 1912.
re Is hereby R

Nw

M

n'.rlhl
range
year proof, to establish claim t
above
described
Kef ore
Wlllli
n. V. 8. Commissioner. In his off
. Ne-.Mexico, on thw tnd days of
iva

a.Ir,

njsmin F. Hall Daniel L. Moye, Pet
tel. Prseton Worley all of ClovK N. M.
Ar.hur K. Curren, Regiat

ph O. Brawly. John
m. all of Havener.

.CATION.

NOTK

I

nd
U. 3.

.n ml

.

Burnet t.

Nnn coal lanu.
Department of the Interior, U 8 land office at
Fi.rt Sumner. N. M. March 13. 1912.
Notice in hereby liven that James F.Curry of
of Texico. N. M. who on August. 2fl. 1905 made
II. E ser. Nu i!7t for southeast quarter,
and on A nit 21. lAUmade Homestead Serial 09X03
for the Southweat quarter, section 12 township
North rumie fl6 eaat N.M. P. Meridian has
filed
final
make
Intentiontn
notice of
five-yeproof to t&tabtiah rlaini to land
e described
before William J. Curren. u. S.
MMier. in his office, atClovis, N. M., on

IthdayofMay,

1912.

Clalmunt names
aa witnesses: Eth.u G.
Blair, James V. Williams. Ed. A. Ha nllton. John
C. NorrU. all uf Texico. N. M.
Aithur E.Curren, Register.

NOTICE FOR

tt

Notice for Publication.
nil office

Non-co- al
01571
land.
Department of the Interior, United Slates Land
March 13. 1912. .
Office, Ft. Sumner. N. M
Notice is hereby given that John Lett
of Clovis N. M. who on Nov. 29th. 1905 made
NO 01571 for Northwest
homestead ontry
quarter, section 34. township 3 north, range 36
East NdW Mexico Principal Meridian has tiled
notice of intention to make final Ave year
proof to citabltsh claim to tho land above described before W. J. Curren. U. S. Commls-one- r
In h i office at Clovla, N. M on the 2nd
day of Mny. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George W, Gilham. Eliphus Stevens. Robert
Fields. John 11. Cook, nil of Clovla, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.

Notice for publication.

06G2
Non coal land.
Department of the Inferior. TJ. S. Land.Ornci'
at Ft. Sumner. N. M.. March 13. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Franklin Mason,
of Clovis. N. M. who.on September 11. 1908 made
Entry
No. 0t62
for
Homestead
S. E. quarter Sec. 28 Township a n. range 36. E.
n. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of into
commutation proof tb
to mike
e
establish claim to the land above described
William J. Curren. U. S. Commissioner,
in hi office in Clovis. N M. on the 1st day of
1912.

Claimant namea aa witnesses:
JohnS. Wyatt. Newton J. Wyalt. Daniel D
Buic. Er.ru F. Mesalck, all of Clovis, N. M.
Arthur E. Curren, Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Non-co01621
land.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Laud Office
at Ft. Sumner N. M March 13. 1912.
Notice la hereby given that William H.Eshleman
of Havener. N. M.. who. on Jan. 22. 1906 made
No. 01K21 for SE1-- 4
homestead entry
section 18 township 2 north rantre 34 eart. New
M. P. meridian, has filed notice of intention to
proof, to establish claim
make final five-yeto the land above described, before William J.
Curren. U. S. Commissioner, at hla offlo in Cio-vi- s.
N. M. on the 3rd day of May 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Magee. Robert 8. Brawley. George R.
Ormsby, George 3riggs, all of Havener. New
Mexico.
A. E. Curren. Register.

Notice For Publication
Non-coI'2 i0
Land
of the Interior. IT S land office
Sumner New Mexico, March 13, 1912.
"
Vfelire la hereby given that Mary E. Lewis,
brly Mary E.Flolds.of Melrose. New Mexico.
entry
who on Jan 5, 1907 made homestead
no.02095 for Southeast quarter, section 14 township 4 north rang 32 oast. N . M. P. Meridian
has filed notice of Intention to make final five-ye- ar
proof to establish claim to the land above
described before William J. Curren. United
States Commissioner. In his office at Clovis, New
Mexioo on the 4 th day of May 1912.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Elizabeth Boss. Richard Polk, both of Melrose
N. M.. William Ogg, James D. Tklwell. both of
Clovi. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren, Register

nnartmnnt

Notice for Publication.
01884
Non coal land.
Department of the Inferior. U 8 Land Office at
N M, March IS, 191.
Ft. Sumner.hereby
given that William G. Jackson,
Nuti,
is
of St Vraln N. M. who on Aug. 1. 1906 mude II
018H4
fornoitheast quarter Suction
No
E
2 North. Range 83 eaat. New Mex23 Township
has filed
Principal Meridian.
ico
make
intention to
i
to
claim
the land aim e
establish

PUBLICATIOr

Ft

idian has filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof to establish
claim to the land
abovn described
before William J. Curren,
United State Commissioner, in his office at
Clovis. N. M.. on the 7th day of May. 1912.
Claimant unmea as witness:
Benjamin K Unit. 1'eic McDaniel. both of CloJohj-- i .I.Willltt,
Jacob Grubaugh.
vis. N. M
both of Black tower. N. M.'

McBel

Arthur E. curren. Register.

floe al

Nottco for Publication

1U12.

Ciaii
Joht
nam,
Mexic

C. Holt,

Harry

all of Texico.

I'ul--

Doinitrnent of tho Interior, US. I and off Ice
.ew
Fort Sumner. Now Mexico. March 13. 1912.

Notice For Publication
Non-co-

al

land,

crtmont of the Interior. V. S. Land Office
. .
Marshall A. Owsii.

U. S. Commis-Ht- a
Wm. J. Con-enoffice In Clovis. N M
1912.
on the 7th day r Kay
Claimant nam s as witnesses:
Lewis C. Fern lck David v Nicholas. Awn T.
Williams, Alber Ii. i uncls, all of Clovis N.M.
A rtl.ur E. Curren. Register
scribed
sjoner

Non coal bind.

l

before

nt

Notice for Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. S Land Office
east quarter section; 4 township 2 N. R. 34 E. at Fort.Sumuer. N. M. March 21. 1912.
Notice la hereby given that Martha 8, Snlyer.
N. M P. meridian has filed notice of intention
to make final fi ye year proof, to establish claim wiqew of William B Salyer. deceased, of Spring-fiel- d.
Missouri, whoon Feb. 20, 1906. m ule Home
to the land above decr.bed bofore William J.
Curren. United States Commissioner, in his office steatl Entry No 01661 for Southwest quarter
4) Section 12. Township 2 norbl.
Range 33
at Clovis. New Mexico in the 6th day of
East. N M P Meridian, has filed notice of iuten-tiont- o
make Five Ye.r Proof, to establish claim
James O. to the land above described, before William J
Barre 1 Curren. U S Commissioner, in his office at Clovla,
New Mexico, on the 21st day of May 1!U2
Claimant names as witnesses:aWBrlTrs, G P Plrtle. M E Smilh. O
D .Adams, all of St Vrain. New M exico
Notice for Publication
Arthur E Curren. Register
Non coal land
Department of the Intortor, U. S. land office
Among
of
nt Fort Sumner. N. M.. March 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given
tout Robert M. Court this week we recognize
New Mexico, who on
Downs of Clovis,
familiar face of C. A. ClayDaOstubar. 19. 1906, made homestead serial No.
anil on Feb. 23, 1907. made ton.
02086. for
C. A. Clayton is rememHomestead Serial 02131 for the Nl;2NWl-- 4
by all
old timers as
section 29. township 4 North, Range 33 East, bered
some of the early life-bloo- d
of
haa filed notice of inN. M. P. Meridian
propf to estabtention to make final five-yeMr. Clayton still owns
lish cluim to the land aliovo described before Clovis.
W. J. Curren.
United States Commissioner, in valuable property
and
his office at Clovis, T. M.. on the 4th day of we still live in hopej of reclaim-

S1

the

,
Non-coInnd.
Department of tha Interior. V S land office at
FtSumnor. N. M. March 13. 1912. M. Hcwatt.
Notice U hereby given that Willlsm
of Texico. N M. who on Am.. SI. 1"8
number MM. for
entry.
made hum-Mea1 north
May, 1912.
northwest qnavl rnf section 6 township
Claimant names as witnesses:
range 37 E.. New Mexico Principal Meridian
five-ye- ar
Williamson M Robinson. Joseph S.Bob J.both of
has filed notice nf intention to make
proof to establish claim to the land St Vraln. N. If., Charles R. Duniel. Charles E.
above described before Wm. J. Curren. United Raybrrn, both pf Clov'u. N. M.
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
States Commissioner In his office at Clovia
New Mexico on tho 1st day ot May, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice for Publication.
JnsonE VirJen. Jamos F. Curry. Charles E.
Nun coal land.
Abbott. Robert N. Hagler, all of Texico. N. M.
Department of tha Interior U. S Lnnd office at
Arthur E. Curren, Register. Fort Sumner. M. M. February 24. 1912
Wily H.
that
Notice is hereby given
Claybrook. of St. Vrain. N .M.. who on March 8,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Entry. No 02160. for
1907,
made HnmcsU-anon coal land
I). Section 21, Township
T (Sat)
Department of the Interior. U. S. land offico Southoastquart'
3 North!
:3 East. N. M. P. Meridian, has
at Ft. Sumner N.M. March IS. 1912. Beber-myle- r. filed noticeriunir
of Intention to make Commutation
Notice la hereby given that William R.
who on Proof, to establish claim to the land above deof Texico. New Mexico.
scribed, bofore A.L. Await. Probate Cle rk. CurSeptember 5th 1908, made homeatead entry
ry County, in his offico. at Clovis, New Mexico,
sec. 8. snd
no. 0600. for
M
P on the 10th day ot Anril 1912. Claimant names
sec.il. township 2 north range 37 E. N.
filed notice of intention to make as witnesses:
William A. Brownell, John 11. Claybrook. Ed T.
claim to tho
Five year proof, to establish
Boolter, James p. Hints, all of St. Vrain. N.M.
land above described, before W. J. Curren. u.
3. Comml.nioner. in his office at Clovia, New
Mexico on the 1st dayof May. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Non-CoLand.
James F. Vinyairl. Albert Means. Albert Doo-littlFiunk C itliins. ull of Texico. N. M.
Department of the Interior. U.S. Land Office
1(1, 1D12.
M
N
Arthur E Curren. Register
February
.
at FortlSumner.
Notice is hereby given that Edrar O. Whips
for tho hctra of John Whip, deceased, of MelNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
rose, Ivcw Mexico who. on January 7. 1907. made
Homestead Entry. No. U2IK. forSouth-tas- t
Republication
north. Rang-- e
Section fi, Township
Non coal lnnd.
N. M. V. Meridian, haa tiled notice of
33 Kast.
office
S
at
U.
land
Department of the Interior.
Proof, to establish
intention to make Five-yeFort Sumner, N. M.. March 13. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that George W Black, of cluim to thclund abovedcacribed. before William
Jan. 14. 1907 mado D. McBee, Probate J udno of Curry County. N. M..
Clovis. N. M.. who. on
for
Ni. 03891
Entry
Homestead
hi office In Clovis. N. M.. on the Kth day of
Section 0 Tomahip 1 north, at
SE Quarter. (SE
filed
Uanife 30 east. N. M. P. Meruliaia ba
five-yeJnmes G. Mos- Claimuat names as witnesses:
notice of intention to make
Ui
establish claim to the land alsive
N. M..
of
Melrose.
both
Ora
OSimmona.
hei
and
United
William J. Curren.
described before.
States Commissioner, in his office at Clovis. New Rcubon A. Milisap. Lester A. Dickman. Iwth of
Mexico on tho 7th day of May. 912.
Clovis. N.M.
Arthur E.Curron. Register.
Claimant nutnes us witnesses:
David W. Nicholas. Albert B. Daniels, Waller
G. Owen. Dnnlel L. Moye. all of Clovis. Now
Notice For Publication
Mexico.
No
Arthur E. Corraa. BaajlaUr.
rpartmnut of t
leriorUnited States land
New Mexico. Fob.
r.
la at Fort S

land.
Department of the Inferior.
U. S. land office at Ft. Sumner N. M.
March 18. 1912
Notice is hereby given that Dollie Wood war
19
who on April 20.
of Clovia. n M
No. 07S
made Homestead Entry
quarter section
II, tow
S. W.
for
ship 4 north range 85 east, at. M. P. M. h
filed notice of intention to make final commutatl
Mof, to establish claim to the land a to
scribed, before W. J. Curren. U. 8. Comm
aioner. in hii office at Clovis. N M. on the X
day of Mcy. 1912.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
William H. On, AL Welden. Luther P. Cam
Agusta Kos. all of Claud N, M.
ArthurB. Curren, Register.
0796s

the

interests

ing this prodigal son.

f(fmrflMm j,if
V

'

nnnr fiilimr
n.
uimi; wt

fr O
ci

v

i

i

contly promulgated, it is necessary for a claimant who has taken an additional entry and desires to perfect title thereto, to
show five years residence and
the required cultivation on eith-- I
er the original or additional en- tries since date of the addition-- i
al entry in order to perfect title
Id the additional entry.
If the claimant is unable to
make this showing, he can elect
to offer proof on his original en
try upon the showing made and
upon t he additional entry when
he can show compliance with the

It is, therefore, very necessary that all proof testimony
should show on what subdivisions land was cultivated each
year, and if the space allowed
in the blank forms is not sufficient for this purjpose, the testimony in this instane maybe
furnished by supplemental affi
davits.
Very respectfully,
A. E. Curren, Register.
E. H. Salazar, Receiver

Garden Seeds Free
The Bureau of Immigration at
Mbuquerqe is in receipt of several hundred package of garden
seeds supplied by the U. S. Agricultural Department and sent
to the bureau by the members
of Congress from New Mexico
for distribution among the farmers and others desiring to
raise
truck. Upon application, either in person or by
letter, the bureau will be glad
to furnish each applicant with a
supply of the seeds. The packages consist of beets, lettuce,
parsnip, radish, watermelon and
other seeds and full directions
are given for planting.

Money Talks
When prosperity is the subject, the increased deposit
in this Bank prove that
prosperity is here again.
Arou sharing in it? If
not, it Is possibly because
you are not doing business
in a business way.
We suggest that you open
an account with us. Our
officers will gladly show you
the benefit of such an action.

American Bank
& Trust Company
CAPITAL

Notice for Publication.

Deuartniunt

by given thnt Ccrnldine'A.

Ward.

Non coal land.
uf the Interior. US Land office at who. on Jl
019. for I

R. Dunlap.

.r, N.M.

fi

Ward
Illacktower. N. M
omestvad fc.'ntry. No.
(NE), Section 21.
East. N. M. P. Mer-ntio- n
to make com-- i
claim to tho land
L. .'.wait. Probate
.i
at Clovis. New

ses: Chester C. Mc
r P. Greenfield, all of
.Westholf of Haven- -

tfotice for Publication
Notice For Publication.
Nun coal land,
irtment of the Interior. U. S Land OMaa
Sumner N. M.. March IS, 1912.

tini. nl uf tbu Interior. U. S. land office at
Ifl, 1912.
MMT, N. M .
hereby given thut '.Sklllman C. Hunter,
made
o. N. M
whoon August 16.
sad Entry No. 010 ), for Northwest quar-PM- l,
3
Section 29. Township
North.
7 Kusc. N.M. P. Meridian, has filed notice

r'f.

E. (linger, all of
lingham. both of Hi
Ar

$30,000.00

--

gai-de-

n

CLOVIS.

report from those planting the
seeds, of the results obtained,
same to be used in advertising
and statistical w irk. If the result is favorable his year au effort will be made to procure a
better assortment for distribui

tion in 1913.

UJ
ii

'

yVv
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Mts into your house and you have
money concealed there, the burglar will get
your money. That is a burglar's business.
The burglar will know you have the money
before he goes into your house; that is the burglar's, business'. Our business is to protect your
money
' s n our hank, it will be safe from
burglars, from fire and your own extravagance; you cannot lend it, spend it or lose It
so easily.
Do your banking with us. We do strictly
banking, that's all.
If a burglar

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Of Clovis

N. MEXICO

At the end of the gr owing season the buteau desires to get a

Notice for Publication

3rd day of May 1912.
Claimant names aa wltoeases:
Cyrus W Houk. of St. Vraln. N. M.
Minnie M. Lowry. of Clovis, N. M.
John M. Hickman, of Havener, N. M.
Arch L. Gilllnghham, of Havener. N . M.
Arthur E. CutTCn, Regis!

Notice for Publication.

attendants

th

the

Non-co-

at

1912.

Non coal land.
lor, U. F. Land Offic
ch 13. 1912.
i
that Dolly Green

Dc

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

May

N.

.

Notice for publication.

fliiffofnce or on appeal. If you fall to Hie In thU
days after the fourth publication of this notice, as shown below, your
anfassr, under oath, specifically meeting and
resrfohdlng to these allegations of contest, Vr if
sou fall to file within that time to file in thU
proof that you have served a copy of
your answer on the said contestant either in
person or by registered mail. If this service is
rr life by tha delivery of a copy of your answer
.estant in person, proof of such str- via) must be either the said contestant's v
owledgment of his receipt of the
showing tha date of its receipt, or the affidavit
of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when anil where the copy wns delivered;
If msde bv registered mall, proof of such ser
vletmust consisi of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
thuostoffi'a to which it was mailed aud this
affidavit must be accompanied by the poetmaat-er!-!
receipt for the letter.
T&m should stale In your answer the name of
thcVost office to which you desire future
to be sent to you.
Enrigne H. Salsr.ar. Receiver.
Date of flrsi publication
Mnr. 14,
,J .. second
21.
2::.
.. third
..
..
., fourth
,,
1.
Apr.

office within twenty

McCormlck,
M
Coral

Townahlp 1 North. Rnnire 8 East, New Mex.
P. Heriillan. haa filed notice of Intention to
make Final Five-yeProof, to establish clal fa
to the land above deecrlbed, before William J.
Curren. tJ. S. Commissioner In bis oHlce at
Clovis. N. M
on the 4th day of May.-191- 2
Claimant name
as wltneeaea. Reuben A.
Millsaji.
"iter A. Oleic man. both of Clovl:;. N.M. Thomas Rlloy, all of Blaiktnwer. N. M.
Ora G.
Emmet Boucher. Iioth of
Arthur E. Curren. Register.
Curren.

aablind or maintain
ami that said entry was

)R PUBLICATION.

Office

rose. N. M. who, on Jan. 7, 1907. made Homestead serial 02100, for the Northeast quarter and
on November 11. 1909. made Homeatead Serial
"7272. for the Southeast
quartet Section 7,

E- -

A
'

i.,

teat he alleges that said

I

Notice for Publication.
Deparlmen

Notice to Homesteaders

acres and under the latter about few years every up to date far- Notice of Publication in the
Dictrict Court of Curry
6.000.000 acres, and during the mer will be equipped with this
splendid
practical
device
and
County, New Mexico
the past 40 years, under the
in
winter
storing
feed
for
culture
the
laws there were pat.
Texico National Bank of
W. J. CURREN, Kimtor.
every
utilizing
the
of
and
bit
ented about 10,000.000 acres.
Texico.New Mexico,
- Publisher. There
fodder.
A. L. CURREN.
Plaintiff,
have been in the neighfollowing
sub
practical
The
patentvs.
borhood of 500.000 acres
ed as coal lands and also some stitute for the more expensive P. R. Rose, R. E. Mad- - no. 430
will do dux, J. F. Deats, J. M.
$1.00 other dispositions of the public silo, a substitute which
One Year
money
for Hundley, C. C. Jones &
save
e
work
and
50 domain in smaller amounts in
Six Months
the
described
the
rancher
in
is
ways.
A. D. Huff.
various
"Spanish
American."
Defendants.
Amended Section of The While there remains in the The erection of huge hay
United States, exclusive of AlasTo the defendant, J. M. Hundley:
Three Year Homested Law ka, approximately 317,500,000 barns as is the custom in many You are hereby notified that
acres of the public domain, and eastern states is not yet pract- an action has been commenced
ever, shall be given, or patent exclusive of about 100,000,000 iced here on account of the ex against you in the District Court
issued therefor uutil the expira- in forest reserves, the fact is pense, yet the need of more and of Curry County, New Mexico,
tion of three years from the date that all of those various entry-me- n practical wavs of storing it has wherein the Texico National
of such entry; and if at the exmade during the past fifty leen amply proven this winter. Bank of Texico, Ntw Mexico, is
piration of such time, or at any years have had the choice of the Coming to the rescue at this' Plaintiff and P. R. Rose, R. E.
time Within two years thereafter public domain and have very time are the clever fellows who, Maddux, J. F. Deats, J. M.
the person making such entry, naturally selected the most fer- in the absence of means to erect Hundley, C. C. Jones & A. D.
or if he be dead his widow, or tile and productive'land, and the modern silos for the storing of Huff, are defendants and Numin case of her death his heirs or land most easily cleared and cul- green feed, have figured out a bered 430 on the Docket of said
substitut which has proven in Court. You are further notified
devisee, or in case of a widow tivated.
many ways superior to the origi- that the general objects of said
making such entry, her heirs or
Those 900,000 homesteaders
nal. This idea, which several action and the nature of Plaindeath,
devisee, in case of her
and the entries of thousands of
carried out, is to tiff's demand is an action on a
proves by two credible witnesses
claimants, desert farmers have
hole
dig
in the ground as promissory note and to recover
large
a
habhe
that
she or they have a
land, and stone and timber
targe
deep
as they need a judgment on he same and
as
and
upon
itable house
the land and
as well as the railroad
feed,
cut up all that that the amount of Plainto
store
their
upon
have resided
or cultivated themselves, have culled over the
green
run it tiff's demand is $350.00, and inand
the
fodder
the same for the term of three lands of the Western States un
through an ensilage cutter into terest on same at twelve per
years succeeding the time of fil- til
there only remain the this hole, tramp it in tight and
ing the affidavit, and makes lands
that have been during all cover up as nerr air tight as cent per annum from Jul 21,1911
it
an affidavit that no part of of these years and up to the
You are further notified that the
possible,
and protect it from rain following property of yours has
land
had
been alienated, present passed
such
over many times
or flood water and when winter been attached in this cause to
except as provided in Sec. 2288, and rejected as unfit
for cultiva
he,
and that
she or the will tion and not worth the effort re comes you have the best form of satisfy said demand of Plaintiff;
feed for all kinds of stock safe
bear true allegiance to the Gov- quired for
SW
of Section 27, T.
their reclamation from wind and weather and with t,
States,
ernment of the United
2
37
N
E.
in Curry County,
R.
The result is that at the present
no expense save your labor in New Mexico.
then in such case he, she or they
tin e our home seekers are not preparing
a place and storing
if at any time citizens of the only becoming more and
You are further notified that
more it. The cistern-silhas many
States,
United
shall be entitled reluctant to take the remaining
you fail to appear or plead in
if
advantages over the above
to a patent, as in other cases isolated
tracts of land, but the ground kind. It costs nothing this cause on or before the 18th
provided by law: Provided, That stringency
day of May, 1912, judgement by
of the rulings of the
the presence of said entryman Department of the Interior and but your work to build it, it pro- default will be entered against
tects the ensilage from frost, it you, andjudgment
or his family on the land for sev- the construction placed upon
in this cause
the
en months in each calendar year existing laws are in the judg takes but little power to run the will be rendered against you
shall be held sufficient to consti- ment of your committee, serious cutter t fill it, less than half the and the above said property sold
tute the residence required by ly retarding the development of power required to run a blower, to satisfy the tame.
it is absolutely safe from dam
this section, but in case of com- the West.
W. A. Havener is attorney for
This statement is age by storm
or otherwise and
mutation the fourteen months' conclusively borne out by the
the
Plaintiff and his post office
actual residence as now required very rapidly decreasing number is conveniently reached when business address is Clovis, New
needed, by means of a rope and Mexico,
by law must be shown: Provid- of original
entries.
windlass.
ed, That where the person makIn Witness Whereof, I have
his
In
report
annual
for
the
ing the entry dies before the ofhereunto set my hand and affixed
1911, the Commissioner of
yeur
fer of final proof those succeed- the General Land Office,
the seal of said Court, this 26th
at page Raising of Flax in the
ing to the entry must show that
Count ry day of March, 1912.
Panhandle
6, says:
the entryman had complied with
A. L. Awal,
A gentleman who is farming
the lavv in all respects to the The total area of public and
Clerk
of
the
District Court of
date of his death and that they Indian land originally entered extensively at Adrian has writ Curry County, New Mexico.
Bv W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.
have since complied with the during the fiscal year ended June ten us for information about
He states
SealJ
law in all respects as would have 30, 1911, is 17,639,099.54 acres, raising tlax here.
trybeen required of the entryman a decrease of 8,752,169.55 acres that several there think of
year.
ing
this
it
compared
as
enNotice For Publication in the
with
area
the
had he lived, excepting that
during
Hick-co1910.
tered
year
District Court of Curry
the
D.
L.
The
experience
of
they are relieved from any
County New Mexico
250
who
flax
acres
of
This statement brings home to
raised
of residence upon the
on
National Bank of
northhis
First
miles
us very forcibly, indeed, the fact
farm, nine
land.
Clovis,
year,
and
west
of
Amarillo last
Sec. 2297. If at any time af- that during the past year the
Plaintiff,
of
or four other farmers
original
three
entrymen,
number
of
vs.
ter the filing of the affidavit as
no. 455
required in section 2290 and be- intending settlers upon the pub- in the Panhandel who planted on C. Z. Spurlock and Bell
a smaller scale and made yields Irwin,
fore the expiration of the three lic domain, has fallen off 33 3
Defendant.
years mentioned in section 2291 per cent. That vividly discloses averaging from 12 to 15 bushels To the Defendant Bell Irwin maper
great
acre,
has caused a
it is proved, after due notice to the startling fact that 55,000
notified that
ny
progressive farmers anYou are hereby
of
our
home
seekers
and
home
builders
action has been commenced
the settler, to the satisfaction of
sit up and think.
against you in the District Court
the register of the land office, that would naturally and have to Mr.
planted
200 acres of Curry County, New Mexico,
Hickcox
gone
formerly
out
to
select
and
that the person having filed such
of "sod land" and 50 acres of wherein the First National Bank
affidavit has failed to establish settle upon our public lands have
old land in flax in 1911. This of Clovis, New Mexico, is Plainaf- gone elsewhere during the past
residence within
Bell
being his initial experience in tiff and C. Z. Spurlock andNumIrwin are defendants, and
ter the date of entry, or aban- year. And when the records the Texas
Panhandle, and hav- bered 455 on the docket of said
doned the land for more than show that during that year 125,
ing
precedents
no
to guide him Court. You are further notified
six months at any time, then 000 good American citizens - the
in
flax
in
culture
this section, that the general objects of said
farmers and backbone and sinand in that event the land so e
he
planted
crop
his
a little too action and the nature of Plaintcred shall revert to the Govern- ew of the country have gone to
demand is an action on a
early,
during
the last of April tiff's
promissory note and to recover
ment: Provided, That the three Canada, and not. only expatriatyears' period of residence here- ed themselves personally, which and the first of May. As an ex- a judgment on the same, and
periment he sowed 11 acres ad- that the amount of Plaintiff's
in fixed shall date from the time is by far the most serious loss,
demand is $106.00 and interest
of establishing actual permanent but have taken with them at dition the latter part of May. on same at the rate of twelve
His
yield
from the 250 acres avthe least estimate $125,000,000,
residence upon the land.
per cent per annum from
loss to this country can eraged 15 bushels per acre.
the
24, 1911. You are furthSec. 2, That ail existing pendMr. Hickcox was so well er notified that the following
scarcely be estimated. Canada
ing entries requiring residence
offers them a three-yea- r
home- pleased with his experience last property of yours has been atupon the land under the homestead upon good land easily re- year that he decided to plant tached in this cause to satisfy
stead laws shall be perfected unof plaintiff;
said
claimed and cultivated, with a from 1500 to 2000 acres in 1912 SW demand
4
of Section 15, T. 3 N.,
der and according to the terms
His method of preparing the R. 35 E. in Curry County, New
six months leave of absence each
of this act.
year and most lenient regula- soil is to break sod land in the Mexico.
You are further notified that
tions, while in this country con- spring and "roll down" as fast
to appear or plead in
Facts and Figures Concern- ditions have vastly changed du- as broke. Old land should be if you fail on
or before 18th day
cause
this
ring the last few years. This broken in the fall and winter and of May, 1912. judgement by deing the Public Domain.
During thi last half century condition is very forcibly real- kept in shallow cultivation dur- fault will be entered against you
judgment in this cause will
there have been granted to rail- ized in the West, and is also ing the spring and up to the and
be rendered against you and the
by
recognized
honorable
the
process
planting,
time
of
which
roads approximately 115,500.000
above said property sold to satacres of the public land, while Secretary of the Interior in his thoroughly prepares the soil and isfy the same.
destroys all grass and vegetation.
W. A. Havener is attorney for
during! the same period there report to this committee.
Sow flax any time in June, the Plaintiff and and his post of
have been in round numbers 900,
Farmers Taking to the Silo which will mature the crop dur- fice and business address is Clo000 homestead entries gone to
Mexico.
Plan
ing September.
In planting, vis, New
final patent which have taken
In Witness Whereof, I have
he
Roy, N.
matter of Mr. Hickcox uses an ordinary hereunto Bet my hand and afsubstantially 125,000,000 acres
of the public domain. During feed in this part of New Mexico press drill and plants about two fixed the seal of said Court, this
1912.
the past 35 years, since the en- is one that is receiving particu- inches deep. He cuts with an the 26th day of March,
A.
L.
Await,
actment of the stone and timber lar attention from the farmers. ordinary binder and drops loose Clerk of the District Court of
law, The silo is making its appear- in buncheB in the field and leaves Curry County, New Mexico.
law and the desert-lanBy W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.
patented
ance here as elsewhere in New until ready for threshing, when
been
under
have
there
Seal
an ordinary thresher is used.
id
th
he former act about 13.000.000
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CLOVIS FEED AND
GROCERY STORE
Will sell you Guaranteed High
Patent Flour for $2.80 per lOOlb.
All feed in same proportion. We
pay highest market prices for
Chickens and Eggs. Phone us
your orders. We meet all competition on same quality of goods.
Will appreciate a portion of your
patronage. Prompt delivery.

TELEPHONE NO.

-

-

43

I

pre-empti-

to-da-

y

1--

to-wi-

4

o

To the east, the west, north and
south the possibilities for a conversation with friends and business associates at a distance are
endless if you have a

BELL TELEPHONE
The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co.

The Old Cow Boy
Bootmaker

Hard Times Prices
Shoes made to order, $5 up.
second hand shoes on hand.

Henry Van Vorst

Boots $12 up. Also a good lot of
All work guaranteed.
218 South Main

The Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Company

x

Funeral Directors and Embalmers
Fine Ambulance

I

Day Phone 211

Night Phohe 235

1--

I

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP
C

E. JUSTUS Proprietor

First Class Work.

Hot and Cold Baths

s

112

1--

2

South Main St.

PROFESSIONAL

L. A. D1CKMAN, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
H. W. WILLIAMS
Attorneys-- a
Clovis

:

New Mex.

:

Office Opposite

Antlers Hotel

Phone 53.
1

Fit Glasses.

September

to-wi-

1--

M.-T-

d

FRANK B. GRANT

DR. W. G. DRAKE
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

t,

Practice in All Courts
Land Contest Cases Given Special Attention.
Office with J. S. Fitzhugh.

Phone 164
Office over Skidmore Drug Store

Dr. P. Worley
114

J. B. WESTERF1ELD

N. Main Street

Res. Phone 271. Office Phone 148

...PHYSICIAN...

Office 1st North of

First Nation-

al Bank.
Phones Office 153, Residence 269

Dr. D. D. Swearingin

I'll Sell Your Farm
Would like a list of several
good cheap farms within from
five to ten miles of Clovis. Am

expecting a number of land buyers from the east in a few days
and want a list of the best barI make a specialty of diseases
gains in land.
of the eye. ear nose and throat
W. L. Mansfield, Mgr.
and fitting glasses.
Mansfield-Claiborn- e
Co.
McBee Bid., opposite postoffice.
173
Office phone
Clovis, N. M.
Res. 192.
Physician & Surgeon.

i
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Owing to business at other places that needs our attention we have decided to close out the entire stock
that we recently purchased from the Dearborne Hardware Co. This Sate will commence on

SATURDAY, MARCH 30
and will continue until the entire stock will be disposed of. This will not be any fake sale but will
be the real article. EVERYTHING GOES, NOTHING RESERVED.

HARNESS
We have

the most up to date stock of

Harness in town and it will suffer the same
great reduction.
- $16.50
$20 00 set single harness
- $14.00
$17.50 set single harness
$17.50
$22 50 set double buggy harness
$19.50
$26.50 set double buggy harness
$35.00 set 1 2 inch work harness $28.50
$3.75 collars with wool face and
1--

throat

-

$3.00 collars
$7.50 Humane collars, each

-

-

$2.00
$2.35
$5.00

WALKING PLOWS

BUGGIES

STOVES

Our line of buggies must suffer the same
recuction as all the rest of the stock.
$125 Mc Farland Surreys
$90.00
$85 00
$125 Mc Farland Hacks
$95 rubber tire buggy
$72.50
- $62.50
$80 steel tire buggy

While this is not stove season, but if you
are in need of anything in that line we are
in a position to save you money. We have
a complete line and they will all be sold
for less than cost.

320 rods of 26 inch hog wire fencing while
it lasts at 25c per rod, regular 35c value.

f you are going to build we can save you
money on your hardware bill.

Two rolls of lawn fencing, regular 12
cents per foot.
cent per foot for only 7
1--

1--

not think that the items mentioned are
that we have at reduced prices. Every
item in our store will have to go.
Do

Remember the place one
door north of Postof fice
at Dearborne's old stand.

2

2

PFILE HARDWARE
Look Fof This Space Next Week
Broom Corn

seed dealers have bought what
was represented by those who
sold it to the seed dealers to be
good Feed or choice seed when
th t th f (h matter is thev
take it out of the seed piles after
j thev have seetsd their
crop of

Davenport. Iowa, March
As the National Broom
Manufacturers Association has
found in the last eight years, the
quality of Broom corn being
raised in the Southwest is deter- ioiating in quality more and'
more, and as a large majority of
the Corn that has been raised
has been crossed with kaffir,
milo maize or some omers oi ine
same species, they find that the
growers are very slow to tke
ip the subject of pure seed; us
ually saying, "oh well, I raised
such and such amount of Corn,
or my seed I have selected myself, or I took pains to buy it
f mm some seed house," which
5,

1912.

!

,

B,.oom Qorn
If they can secure quality or
tand fmm guch seed it would
be just aa feasible for them to
g0 to thf,it. corn crib and 3Crape

up the leavings of shelled corn
at the bottom of the granary
and plant it. 1 am also told that
the Government finds that most
Broom Corn planted in the southwest is badly crossed with other
species, therefore the manufacturers of the United States took
Vish to lit upon' themselves to cause the
inform you that most all of the Publicity campaign literature to

ITresenti

MOST DANGEROUS

WITH

DR. KING'S
NEW DISCOVERY
THE MOST INFALLIBLE CURE FOR

ROUGHS AND
WHOOPING COUGH
AND

ONLY RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

THROAT AND LUNGS
PRICE 50c AND $1.00
BY
COM

AM

4WAKANTUD

ALL DRUGGISTS.

CO.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

him to do.
be stereotyped and sent out thru will arrive at destination in a WorrallGets Tired of
Calvin R. Woiral formerly
the Western Newspaper Union's manner that it can be unloaded
"Pursuing" Wife.
conducted the Worral Employoffice.
And as wejfeel the best into the factory without being
14 ment Agengcy in Indianapolis
Cal.,
Francisco,
March
San
results will come from this list
handled by the armsful. A -- Calvin R. Worrall, formerly
but moved to Oklahoma about
by running about two articles
poor baling in of Indianapolis, lnd., was today
per week, which will cover a great deal of the
years ago. His marriage
is due to the bal granted a divorce by Superior three
Campaign period of about nine- the Southwest
to
Miss
Corrine Loechle of Indfalsely stating to Judge Troutt on a cross comty days. Keeping before your er himself, by
ianapolis, his stenographer, on
inexperienced grower, that plaint to a divorce suit filed by
subscribers, many of them the
March 19, 1908, caused much
not necessary to take the his wife.
Broom Corn growers, suggest it "is
comment because it was supposed
seed off too clean, as he will get
Mrs. Worral charged neglect, that Miss Loechle had been Mrs.
ions until they have their corn
just as much for his corn, as if while Worral complained that Worral for some time previous
all planted and give them ample
was scraped clean."
Mr. Worrall
his spouse was over fond of to the marriage.
time to get pure seed before it it
Most balers do the seeding and night life. Worral according to said that such had really been
is too late.
baling by the ton and the quick- - his complaint, became infatuated the case and that he and his
This is valuable to the growI
!
grower s with the woman while she was stenographer had been married
they can rusn tne
ers of Broom Corn. Pure seed fr
in California, in May 1907. He
will employed by him as a stenograph- said the ceremony had been perhe
providing
crop
thru,
ger
or
greater
per
cent
means a
money he er and they were married in Ind- formed on the seashore at Ocean
mination which means larger stand for it, the more
is
certainly
Park in Los Angeles.
it
ianapolis. March 19. 1908.
tonnage, bringing them many will make, and
a
call
to
grower
After coming back to this
more dollars from practically time for the
"Shortly after our marriage," state, Worrall said. "I wrote to
ba
and
seeder
the same efforts, and if they halt and give the
took a California for a codv of the re
is not he said, "Mrs. Worral
will continue to follow up sug- ler to understand that he
Indianapolis and we cord of the license and was very
to
dislike
gestions of old experienced going to suffer the loss of $15.00 moved to Oklahoma. Then be- much surprised to hear that the
seeder
had neglected to make
Broom Corn growers and shed to $25.00 per ton for the
gan a series of disappearances minister
proper
return. Not being
work.
the
cure their corn, taking it from and baler's poor
on her part. To please her I able to locate the minister my
speaknot
I
am
Bear in mind
the stalk just when the blossom
moved toClovis, N. M., where I wife and I thought the best way
at random, as l nave trav founded the American Bank and out of it was to net married
inir
allowing
none
freely,
is falling
in all of
of the Corn to be damaged by eled hundreds of miles
Then we went again, which we did."
Un- Trust Company.
of
the
belts
Broom
Corn
the
At the time of the 'im:irriage'
out.
in the weather
either laying
bought to St. Louis, Los Angeles and Worrail gave his age as 51 and
have
and
ited
States
too
by
piling
or becoming heated
every dis San Francisco. From each of his wife as 21. The ceremony
deep on the state, and more care Broom Corn in almost
performed by a justice of
where Broom Corn is sup these places she disappeared and was peace.
in the seeding as well as the bal- trict
Worrall ut one time
the
to
I
Chica
Illinois, Mis each time traced her
Bloominglon, lnd , and
lived
at
ing, it will bring them thous- posed to be raised.
part of Kansas all shed go."
attained considers We prominence
ands and thousands of dollars souri and
Worral who is 58 years old in Democratic politics. His first
This
Corn.
Broom
cure
their
production
of
more on the total
from
the corn is cut or told the court that he was sim- wife obtained a divorce
the crop of your state, than it means that
Indianapevery
Bloomington.
did
fool
who
old
him
dIv
at
an
variety
the
pulled whichever
would if they handled it in the
woman asked olis Star.
may be; seeded tne same w thing a
old way.
day and placed upon slats
The sooner your growers real- next
of any sort whatever the grow
Veu
Shoot
ize that they must put their foot
in layers three
use
to
wishes
er
give
high ve
him
down on the baler and
four inches deep to cure for
locity smoke- 27
to understand that he must seed or
according to
days,
cartridges,
fifteen
or
ten
leu
the corn carefully and at the the climate.
REPEATING RIFLE
and low
black
also
same time bale it tight and neat
the
fills
will
run
smokeless.
you
the
only
I trust that
gun that
The
Dretiure
with four crossed wires securely
Powerful enough for deer.
more demand tor a trom
not
matter,
stereotype
over)
twisted, (not merely laid
fcf
lo use in settled districts, ex
articles per week, and bone ("pump") a which will hold the end wires than two
for target work, for foxes.
cellent
of
months
repeater
possible in the
in
tion
and Drevent them from slipping it is
geese, woodchucks, tc.
will have
we
and
July,
and
June
they
III nchilim (hIMW! iKe quirk. Month working "fMinr"arflorrl
off the end of the bale, and
il,r
very valuable articles on .32-2- 0
i.n.dira .Soccru SrmrrWri! .Srec Urr.l ihc l.lutUrn Mix.
ed tafety and
will then have the corn baled in some
fop rurd Ifrd retor lor rpid. accural firirr,
cutting, seeding, curing, bulk-nrry BtoJ Iraki
calibres.
ll Km
convenience
ronrtrnlion
sigh!;
cilihfta
cm
ii&uu!
ulhei
ihec
cost
such a manner that the Manu
incst
citr.
and marketing of same.
Our 1S6 pe cttalof dweribo. :h. fell Jlarin ,
Very truly yours,
facturers as well as the dealers
nnu w .
imp p
line. Sent lor mr
Sec.
Duvall,
Geo. W.
can ship a car of their corn to
National Broom Manufacturth market r factory, which
ers Association.
1
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BEWARE OF SUDDEN ATTACKS
THAT MAY PROVE DEADLY.
YOU CAN SOON REPEL THE

plows that will

all

WIRE

Attention Builders and
Contractors
1

We have a few walking
close out. at $5.00 each.

W

J

ld

Itlarlin

g
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STOCK ON DRY FARMS SUCCESS
Do

Crops Are Made More Sure and

Productive.
It Has Been Found After Many Year
of Experience That There l Muoh
Money in Keeping 100 Head
or So of Cattle.

I

Tbe dry land farmer should raise
live stock because feed crops are more
sure ami productive and at the same
time greatly reduce the cost of marketing the products of the farm. In
my farming; and stock raising operations, I had for some years access
to free range, but the country In my
Immediate vicinity was Anally all settled upon and naturclly I had to confine myself to my own farm In my
stock raising operations, writes W. F.
Gardner, In the Denver Field and
Farm. After having tbe free range to
myself for so long I, like many others In the west, thought I had been
put out of business by the new set
tiers, but how easy It is for a fellow
to adjust hlniBelf to conditions, If he
will get his head to work. After a
good many years' experience I find
that there is more money in keeping
one hundred head of better stock, better fed snd cared for, with a small per
cent, of loss, than there was In keeping the same number on the open
range; and the more organic matter 1
have put Into my soil the more capable it Is for holding moisture and the
less It will suffer when drouth comes.
We of tbe west are In a position to
raise live stock more cheaply than the
farmers in the more humid sections
Of the country from the fact that our
soli and climate are peculiarly adapted
to the raising of that most wonderful
forage plant, alfalfa, a nitrogen gathr
erer and an enrlcher of the soil, a
and, when fed with corn, a balanced ration. Alfalfa Is king in the
west and goes hand in hand with live
stock. In many sections dairying is
rapidly gaining on horticulture and Is
bringing In more money than any other Industry. The dairymen are considering the fertility of their boII, the
greatest asset remaining to the American people. Probably the best reason for western farmers going Into
the dairy business is the fact thac
people in a new country must accept
a system of farming that will bring
quick returns in actual cash.
The
took business will do this quicker
than horticulture, especially dairying,
because it takes from five to seven
years to bring an orchard into bearing. To my mind, the best farmer and
the one who will certainly succeed, is
he who keeps live Btock. When the
sub-soile-

horticulturist

the near future

In

Is

buying high-prlcfertiliser to raise
the same fruit in quantity and quality that he raised when the soil was
virgin, the stockman's farm will be as
fertile and more productive than when
he first turned tbe sod as nature left
It. The man who goes Into a new and
untried country, builds a home and
opens up a new farm and by Intelligence and close attention to business
succeeds In converting that piece of
wild land Into a valuable property Is
not only a successful man, but bas
shown himself to be a benefactor
of his race and it will be many years
in this country before the life work of
such a man will be given the recognition It so Justly deserves.
Cattle,
raising is profitable oven during the
present times of
d
land, high
priced help and
feed. Of
course the farmer must look after and
properly care for his live stock In the
best possible manner. The raising of
stock works nicely with other farm
operations and a good profit can be
made if the animals are fed In the
proper way there is so much good
feed that would be actually wasted on
the farm If live stock were not kept.
I do not give my stock
any
feed and yet always aim to keep
them thrifty. I plan to feed economically. There is some feed in wheat
straw and oat straw is good and the
stock is converting it all Into fertility
to be added to the land. Many logical reasons can be given why the dry
farmer should keep live stock. The
first essential In
Is an
ample supply of 'moisture in the soil
and the keeping of live stock on the
farm will add to Its water carrying
capacity, because the more live stock
kept on the farm the more manure
and organic matter will the farmer
have to Incorporate into the soil. It
is an assured fact that the more humus the soil contains the more moisture will It hold. The more live stock
the farmer keeps, the greater the Inducement to raise a larger acreage of
forage and cultivated crops of which
corn would probably be the main one.
The farmer would rotate and my own
experience in farming twenty-seveyears In the seml-arlcountry Is that
It pays to put half the land Into a cultivated crop every year. If fed to live
stock, corn is the best paying crop,
speaking from a money standpoint and
saying nothing about what it does toward keeping up the fertility of the
soil by the better cultivation given and
the greater amount of manure made.
This Is farming and not mining tbe
farm as is done by the raising of
small grf.in auji carting away the fertility of the soli to thj elevator.
high-price-

high-price-

d

high-price-

d
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Crop Bound Poultry.
To relieve a
bird till a
fountain syringe with warm water. Insert the end of the hose wllhout tbe
nozzle Into the bird's throat and All
the crop with water. Then bold tbe
bird's head down and gently press out
the contents of the crop.
crop-boun-

d

IN

A

DRY SECTION

1F1

Not Place Yourself In Position
Whore You Have Not Sufficient
Capital to Work On.

I have driven very widely over the
arid plains during the past year. My
early experience In a new country
places me always In sympathy with
those who go Into new lands with
the thought of establishing a home.
There are some things which must be
observed by those who succeed In
what Is called the dry sections, writes
O. C. Gregg In the Deseret Faimer.
First, do not Invest all of your capital In land and then Incur debt for
adjoining lands and bo leave yourself
without a sufficient amount of ready
money to aid In doing the things which
must be done In order to make that
land sustain expenses and family living. Second, do not delay to open up
a reasonable amount of this land
which you have acquired so as to obtain from It as soon bs possible a
measure of crop that will help If It
does not fully sustain the expense of
the family for the first year or so.
Third, one of the greatest aids for
the sustaining of the home will be
found In a reasonable
of
amount
stock which should be obtained very
soon and so help pay the running expenses. Let this stock comprise a few
good cows. Do not forget the poultry
and add to these two classes of stock
one or more good brood rows. Fourth,
without Incurring too much expense
proper shelter can be made for this
stock. There will need to be a little
fencing. This Is more readily obtained today than In the early dayw because woven wire Is now comparatively easily obtainable.
Fifth, make every effort that is lined-- ,
ful to keep this stock well. The
nue from them will enable one to live
upon the land without Incurring debts
which may seriously handicap further
efforts. Sixth, use what Implements
are necessary to do the work upon the
land which Is open. Do not, however,
open more land than you can properly cultivate. Seventh, let the Increased acreage be mad gradually.
It la
better to thoroughly cultivate a small
number of acres rather than to have
much land that can not be fully tilled
and that will probably call upon he
settler to furnish expensive Implements which will In turn mnke troublesome debts. Eighth, begin quite
early to plant about the buildings the
beginning of shelter belts. The trees
should be so set as to aid the comfort
of the home and make one of the best
conditions for the continued effort
to make that new piece of land to be
a home In every way.

POULTRY

RAISING

POULTRY

FOR

Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
Issues Bulletin Giving Results
With Plymouth Rocks.

Under the above title the Maine
agricultural experiment station has Issued Bulletin 192, which summarises
T- all
of the results of the experiments
which have been carried on at the station during the last 13 years In attempting to Improve by breeding the
average egg production of a strain of
MAKING IMPROVED NEST-BOBarred Plymouth Rock poultry. An
Weight of Hen Causes Platform to account Is given of the results of the
earlier experiments in selecting tbe
Tilt, Thereby Cloeing Door
highest producers as breeders without
Size 8hould Vary.
regard to any other qualities than
their trap nest records. It Is shown
The size of the nest should vary
to the breed, writes Fred L. that this plan of breeding failed to ob- Bailey In the Farm and Fireside. For
the Asiatic breeds It should be not
less thnn 3V4 feet long, IB Inches wide station to find out whether continued
and 20 Inches deep. The hen enters artificial incubation and brooding has
the nest by walking In on the plat- a harmful effect on egg production are
form. Her weight causes the platform described. The effect of Inbreeding ou
to tilt, which, by means of the lever egg production Is discussed on the
attached, closes the door. When the basis uf extensive experimental records. This Is followed by a clear and
simple explanation of a new plan of
breeding which has been tried during
the past five years, and which Is based
upon the conception that high egg productiveness Is Inherited in certain
"blood lines" and not In others, and
that by a proper system of redl&ree
selection it Is possible to Isolate the
high producing lines. The last section
of the bulletin Is devoted to an exposiF.&.1
tion of the gratifying success which
Nest-BoImproved
has attended the application of this
hen leaves the nest, she goes for the new plan of breeding to the station
light which comes In at the slat door. flock. Strains which have high egg
Her weight on the-fro-nt
end of the productiveness fixed as a definite
platform causes the door to open, and character have now been obta'ned and
It stays open until she flndB food and are being propagated at tbe station.
"water and is ready to go back on the
nest. The box Is best with no floor, so FOR FEEDING TURKEYS ONLY
tho nest can be made directly on the
ground.
Small VShaped Trough Elevated to
Explanation:
A, platform,
feet
Height to Allow Big Birds to
long by which hen enters nest. B,
Pick From la Useful.
board across back end of platform, on
which she puts full weight when enterOftea on a farm where turkeyB are
ing nest, causing platform to tilt. C,
raised right along with the chickens
platform
lever attached to
and oor. and other poultry, It is desirable to
showing door open. D. oolnt wher
feed them heavier than the other poullever is attached to door. E, point try,
yet suitable means of doing so are
not available without a fenced yard
to separate them, writes P. C. GroBS
of Ohio in the Prairie Farmer.
In
such cases the following contrivance
serves admirably:
A small
trough, of Immaterial length, is elevated by means of
supports to a height that will allow
the turkeys to stand on the floor and
pick from It, yet be too high to permit the chickens and small fowls dowhere lever is attached to platform ing likewise. Three or four Inches
F, board attached to under side of above the top of the trough a board, as
Water for Plants.
front ena of platform, causing plat wide as the trough, Is attached flatThe Nebraska station, In studies of form to stop on a
level when door wise. This prevents the chickens from
the water requirements of plants by opens,
and helping to balance plat- flying up and standing on the edge of
a new method perfected by the station,
form. G, cleats with notches In upper the trough. The sides of the trough
has found In two dry years that there ends for axles
of platform to rest in
was a distinct economy of water with
Notches are 8 inches from the bot
narrow-leave- d
corn as compared with tom of
the box. H, partltk'- broad-leaveThe strains with a high-lea- f between nest and platform. I, board
nest.
area yielded 43.6 bushels per acre, J,
ccvr.
while those with a
f
area produced 52.1 bushels.
THOUGHTS OF SPRING FEEDS
White Holland Hardiest.
It Is claimed for the White Hol- Birds .Should Have Variety, Especially
Great Deal Reasonably Rich In Proland Turkey that It Is the hardiest
tein Lime Is Needed.
variety known, the most quiet In
disposition, among the heaviest layApoplexy among fowls Is generally
ers, quality of flesh surpassing all
confined to tiie overfat birds and genother breeds, early maturity, maturerally the heavier breeds are subject
ing the first season.
to it. It 1b, therefore, necessary that
the keeper does not feed any great
Trough for Turkeys.
quantity of
feeds to bis
birds, especially to the heavier breeds. should not be very wide as this would
In the spring of the year more than prevent the turkeys from reaching the
any other time of the year the birds corn or other fed In the bottom of the
should have a variety of feeds, and trough.
especially a great deal of feed reasonWith such a trough the turkeys may
ably r'ch in protein should be includ- be fattened right among the other
poultry, and no feed wasted on the
ed In the ration.
d
eggs are usually pro- other fowls.
The corn grader Is a necessity on duced In considerable numbers at this
Of course, the chickens will climb on
every farm where tho corn planter is time of the year. The reason for this top of the flat board, but from It they
used.
generally lies In the fact that tho birds can not reach the trough.
As to garden seeds, It is usually do not get the proper feed. To form
best to buy direct of responsible seed an egg r.hell the proper materials must
bouses.
be present, and If they are not present
Sped selection Is the oldest and the
egg Is the result.
most common method of attempting
Lime Is one of the necessary mateto Improve our crops.
rials needed In the formation of an
The grasshopper situation Is a dif- egg shell, and at this time of the year,
A good egg Is a rare production.
ficult one to cope wltb where vast when the hens are beginning to lay,
The breeding season will be upon
acreages of Idle land exist.
a liberal amount of lime should be
Do not pile manure around the barn present at all times where they can us now before we have had time to
and do not pile It In the fields. Spread partake of It when they desire. In pro- think.
The Indian Runner duck is not Inviding any kind of feed whether if be
It as fast as it can be taken out.
vegetable or animal feed, be sure that clined to fatten so readily aa other
Good roads are the reward of common sense applied to the local man- It Is pure and wholesome. Musty varieties.
It Is estimated that I' requires the
agement of town or county affairs.
grains and rotten meats will cause
The business that grows rapidly sickness many times when the flock is feathers from about ten ducks to
make a pound.
may well be watched closely. Con- in perfect health.
Full fed bens, having a well balcerns of slow growth are usually more
anced ration, will lay larger eggs than
stablo.
Guineas as Watchers.
A good point about guineas Is that hens on stinted feed.
Better copy the farmer who produces his yields at tbe lowest cost they make a good "watch dog." Every
A warm house does not. mean that
than the man who produces the larg- person who writes of these fowls men- It be
Laying hens must have
est yields.
tions this point, but' a good thing will fresh air at all times of the year.
By this time you should have your
Farm success comes to the man bear repeating, In common with wild
who runs 61b little bit of land on the b. Js, they are always on the lookout spring breeders and the cock rel with
same plan that the engineer does his for enemies, and quickly detect hawks, wuich they are to be mated aelected.
train right on the dot.
dogs, strange persons, etc., that venThe Indian Runner duck Is not a
The land that was plowed in the ture near. Their wild orles on such new variety, although It la not as old
fall for next year's garden will work occasions soon put the Intruders to aa some of the other varieties of
up better than that that must be rout, and also put all the fowls on ducks.
plowed In the spring.
the place on their guard. If hawks
Duck eggs are In demand by confecDon't wait till planting time to se- are numerous a few guineas In the tioners, as they Impart a glaze to
cure seeds, and then buy package-see- flock will prove of great help In pre- their Icing, which cannot be had with
from the grocery store. This venting their depredations.
hen eggs.
seed is apt to be of Inferior quality.
Tho critical period of the turkey is
Corn and alfalfa usually can be atLaying In Winter.
the first eight weeks of Its
tended to when the wL.ut needs no
every
Almost
hen running at large About 48 eggs Is the average yearly
care, thus distributing the labor lay In tbe spring and lays well. If record of the
hen.
seaequitably
throughout
more
tbe
the poultry man can provide these
With many flocks, the addition of
son.
conditions through winter, his hens an ample supply of meat to tbe raAre you testing your seed for germ- will lay then the same as they do tion will cause a marked
Increase in
inating qualities? It is a simple mat- naturally In the spring.
the Btze of the egg.
ter, and the state experiment station
It takes lots of achemlng and coaxwill ft in. you full directions for doing
Geese Pay Well.
ing to get the hens to lay eggs this
it at home.
No kind of poultry keeping can be cold weathr. but they are worth
the
Rough, stormy weather should be carried on at so small an expense for price
after you do get them.
utilized In preparing
frames
and buildings and equipment as that of
Hens with plenty of exercise and
placing broken glass in the hot-beraining geese, because of the hardi- comfortable surroundings lay heavier
and cold frame sash. It Is desirable ness of tbe birds, and their desire to eggs
than those in restricted quar
to paint the sash "tot least every othea remain in the open air.
ters; often egga 10 per cent heavier.
yar.
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FOR HIS OWN P

EGGS
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X

m

low-lea-

Soft-shelle-

soft-shelle- d

air-tigh- t.

Aryvww

p.

MULLER-OMJGE-

S

AGAIN

Terry Casey What's the matter,
Jerry? What are you running for?
Jerry Lacey (messenger boy) It'i
all right, Terry! I'm off duty l L

Maud Muller, when 'twas S below,
Stood on the sidewalk, shoveling snow.
The wind wag sharp, the snow was deep,
The drifts were very wide and steep.

"I've worked," she said, "two hours and
more
To clear this pathway to our door.
"I've shovrled off the side path, too;
My fingers and my wrists are blue.
"I've shoveled off the garden path,
I fell down, and arose In wrath.
shoes-Tomo-

rrow

I'll have the
"My feet are damp and stiff and cold.
s.

This shovel seems too much to hold.

"The'; say fresh air and exercise
Wilt make pink cheeks and lustrous
eyes

d

Most men are fortune hunters, but
few are good shots.
He is a brave man who will face
the parson with a short haired woman.

"Now I'll go In and shovel coal
Into the chilling furnace bowl,
"And then I'll take the ashes out
And scatter them all roundabout.
"Oh, would I had remained a spinster, then this toiling; had not been."

Into the house she turned to trudge
For Maud, you see, had wed the Judge!
Evlla of Good Advice.
"Say," said the man with the worried look, "do you remember giving me
a lot of advice on how to conduct my
love affairs about two months ago?"
"Yes," replied the man with the
wise expression.
"Told me if I wanted to win the
girl I should make love to her moth-

er!"

"Said if I could get the old lady on
my aide all I had to do was to toddle
around with a ring and say, 'When?'
to the girl."
The wise man nodded.
"Said for me to compliment the
mother on her youthful appearanoV
continued the worried man, "and give
her a jolly about how sad It was that
the young ladies of the present day
were not to be compared with those of

the past?"

"Yes. Yea. You won the girl, I
suppose?"
"Yes, I did not. The old lady has
sued her husband for divorce and me
for breach of promise."

Twas True, 'Twaa Falae.
"Mamma Is terribly angry with me
because I let you clip that lock of my
hair to remember me by," says the
sweet young thing to the ardent admirer.
"She is? Doesn't she approve of such
a token of affection?" asks he.
"She said the sentimental idea was
all right, but that I should have mado
you clip a lock of my real hair. She
said she paid thirty dollars for that
y
switch for me and that It was
ruined now, since you cut that
piece out of it."
prao-tlcall-

A Very Bad Spell.
The new reporter opened his account of tbe fever epidemic by writing: "The health board reporta fifty
new cases of tlefoyd fever."
The city editor in a mild manner,
aa Is the wont of city editors, observed toy tbe new reporter that his
spelling was very bad.
Whereat the new reporter explained: "I had a bad spell of typhoid
when young and it never got out of
my system."
Next day he was studying the "help
wanted" columns again.
A Warning,
"Now, does my toilet seem complete?"
She asked, with pretty pout.
Her huaband gazed at her and smiled.
Then murmured, half in 2ubt:
"It might be well to wear a sbv
Which read: 'Fresh Paint Loct
Out.' "

The Utual Way.
Askit Who Is the fellow who Is so
energetic In discoursing on Jlgsby'a
faults?
Tellit
course.

L--

I

EADACHE

is just a symptom.
It is Nature's way of
showing a derangement of the stomach,
liver or bowels. Help

Nature with the best
system-cleanin-

"Uh-huh- .'

That's his bosom friend,

of

a

grocer's shop and addressed the grocer
thus: "I bought three or four hams
here a month or so ago and they were
fine; have you any moro of them?"
"Yes, ma'am," replied the grocer,
"there are ten of those hams hanging
up there now."
"Well, if you're sure they're off the
same pig I'll take three of them," replied the young wife meekly. Ideas.

"And I suppose good health arrives
From this, if one the task survives.

d

l!.

r.

All the Same.
A young wife recently went into

She shoveled oft the wide front walk.
And then sfce paused a while to talk:

"The snow has sifted In my

No True Friend.
There's a Hugh Ford and a Harrx
Ford at the new theater. The similarity of initials sometimes makes
trouble. The other day a perfumed
not came for "H. Ford," and Hugh
Ford, opening it, found it was from
a woman. The next day Harry Ford
opened a letter addressed to "H.
Ford." Then he passed over to Hugh
the bill marked "due Jid payable,"
which It contained.
"You're no true friend," said Hugh
Ford. "You might have paid my bill
for me; I kept your date." New York
Letter to the Cincinnati Times-Sta-

tonic,

g

OXIDINE
a bottle proves.
The Specific (. r Malaria. Chilli and
Fever, and a reliable remedy for
all diseases due to disordered liver, stomach,
bowels and Itidn ;

60c At

tiii

Your Dru ggitta

sin1 w,

Waco, Texas.

Chest Pains
and Sprains
Sloan's Liniment is an excellent remedy for chest and
throat affections. It quickly
relieves congestion and inflammation.
A few drops
in water used as a gargle is
antiseptic and healing.
"I

Here's Proof

have used Sloan's Liniment for
yean and can testify to its wonderful
efficiency. 1 hava used it for sore throat,
croup, lime back and rheumatism ana
in event case it gave Instant relief."
RKBECCA JANE ISAACS,
Lucy, Kentucky.

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
is excellent for sprains and
bruises. It stops the pain
at once and reduces swelling very quickly.
Sold by all dealers.

Prloo, 25c,

BOO.,

$1.00

'

INCREASE IN NUMBER
OF AMERICANS
GOING TO CANADA
Although Western Canada suffered,
aa did many other portions of ths
west, from untoward condition!, which
turned one of the moat promising;
crops ever seen In that country, into
but little more than an average yield
of all grains, there la left in the
farmers' hands, a hlg margin of profit.
Of course there were many farmers
who were fortunate enough to harvest
and market a big yield, and with the
prices that were secured made handsome returns. From wheat, oats, barley and flax marketed to the 1st of
January. 1912, there was a gross revenue of 175,384,000. The cattle, hogs,
poultry and dairy proceeds brought
this up to $101,620,000 or 21 million
dollars In excess of 1910. There was
till In the farmers' hands at that
time about 95 million bushels of wheat
worth at least another 'sixty-fiv- e
million dollars (allowing for Inferior
grades), besides about 160 million
bushels of oats to say nothing of barley and flax, which would run Into several million of dollars.
There Is a great Inrush of settlers
to occupy the vacant lands throughout Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. The reports from the Government show that during the past year
Upwards of 131,000 Americans crossed
the border into Canada. A great many
of these took up farms, over ten thousand having homesteaded, in fact the
records show that every state In the
Union contributed. A larger number,
not caring to go so far away as the
bomesteadlng area, have purchased
lands at from fifteen dollars an acre
to twenty-fiv- e
dollars an acre. The
prospects for a good crop for 1912
are as satisfactory aa for many years.
The land has had sufficient moisture,
and with a reasonably early spring, It
Is safe to predict a record crop.
Those who have not had the latest
literature sent out by the Qovernment
agents should send to the. one nearest,
and secure a copy.

i

Out OpTheOrdtnai
Odd Resident

of Washington

Minnie Buttons Is one of the sights of Washington. 8he Is an East Indian
woman, 70 years old, and lives In a piano box cabin In a fashionable section
of the capital city. Minnie dresses to please herself, and not Infrequently appears In male attire.
DANDY

OF

THE KIKUYUS

The bishop grasped the purser's arm
a gentle, ecclesiastical pressure.
"I would explain to you," he began,
"that I am very much pleased with my
room mate. That is, I find him a
gentleman In every respect, and I
wouldn't have you think er my coming to you with these valuables Is er
a any reflection upon hlrr, you
In evknow. His appearance is
v
"
ery way
"Oh, that's all right," Interrupted
the purser, "the gentleman has been
to me with his own valuables, and he
says the very same things about you."
Hampton Magazine.

TO DUIVK OUT MALARIA
1,'P THK SVf
AND III II I)(IKIlVM'ft

Take the Old Huinriurd
TAHTKIi
TONKl. You know what Tim nr., ukinv.
The formula It plainly printed on eTery bottle,
showing it is (.Imply Qr.intne and I
in a tasteless
form, and the most effectual form. Vor grown
people and children, fiO cents

CHILL.

Time is incalculably long, and every
day is a vessel Into which very much
may be poured, If ono will really fill
It up. Goethe.
Dr. Pierce's Pleawmt Pellets regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowela.
tiny granules, easy to take.
Do not gripe.
Sugar-coate-

Many things may come to the man
who waits, but better things come to
the chap who waits on himself.
6 TO 14 DATS
PII.KH CURED INmoney
If l'AZO OINT- will relund
r0ardruiupst
1 MNT falls to cure any ease or itoning, unnu.
ou
lies
isaays. sue
i
in
rrolruaiu
f

We often wonder what lawyers
would do for a living If there actually was a fool killer.

CARVED HIMSELF IN WOOD

the most remarkable workthe world is Hananuma Masa-klch- t
of Toklo, Japan, who has carved
a figure in wood so like himself that
when the two are placed side by side
it is said to be almost Impossible to
tell which lives and breathes and
which does not.
By several connoisseurs In art this
wooden figure has been pronounced
the most perfect human Image of
man ever made. Masaklcht has faithfully reproduced every scar, vein and
wrinkle to be seen on his own body.
The flgure Is composed of 20,000
pieces of wood, dovetailed and Jointed with such wonderful skill that no
seams can be detected. Tiny holes
were drilled for the reception of hairs
and eyelashes In which no dissimilarity to Massakichrs own can be detected.
One of

men

mouse runs to its hole at the first
alarm.
Anyone can be a snake charmer.
Find a harmless little gartor snake,
or something of the sort, and keep
him In a box In the house, visiting
him and feeding him dally. In about
three months he will crawl to you for
food when he sees you coming.
Some queer ways of doing things
you
Do
are explainable, however.
know, for instance, why a dog al vays
turns around two or three times before he
It Is because his
remote ancestors, 'way back In the
prehistoric times, had to scratch
around In the leaves for a bed before
they could find a convenient place to

In

A great project is again before the
people of Holland the drainage of
the Zuyder Zee. The sea, which, as
every one knows, is In the r.orth of
Holland, and covers an area of 60,000
hectares, a hectare being practically
two acres and a half. Just half a century ago a scheme to drain the southern portion of the sea was first mooted, and although It received considerable support, the opposition was greater, but now an association has been
formed and a bill introduced into
the chamber. The promoters see that
with an increased population means
must be taken to enlarge the country,
and this reclamation of the sea is suggested as capable of accomplishment.
If the sea is conquered there are several lakes which can be dealt with
later.

NOVELTY IN MOTORCYCLES

OF

THE

There are many strange facts about
animals which no one has ever seemed able to understand or explain. Here
are a few of them:
A fly will crawl to the top of a wln-dopane, fly back to the bottom, and
crawl up again. Hardly ever does It
fly up and crawl down. It has been
known, however, to repeat the former
process 32 times without stopping.
Hens scratch for food always with
the sun behind them, so that Its rays
will reflect on the tiny particles. Yet
a blind hen, for whom this reason
does not hold, always maanges to get
the sun behind her when she scratches
and she will not miss a single kernel, either.
Cats hardly ever lie with their feet
to the fire, in most cases they He
Instead with (heir left side turned toward it. But dogi Invariably lie with
their forepiws to the fire.
A mouse overlooks a perfectly safe
food supply, sufficient for a meal or
two, to enjoy the perilous pleasures of
an unlimited store. It will hide near
the food and come out to nibble when
It 1b hungry, for It is not true that a

SHADOW

FIFTY

MILES

LONG

The peak of Tenerifie projects a
huge shadow stretching upwards of
fifty miles across the deep, and partly
Execlipsing the adjoining islands.
aggerated shadows of Immense size
are commonly seen In many other
places. On the Hars mountains the
Spectre of the Brocken
throws gigantic shadows of mountain
climbers Into the sky, repeating every
movement made by them. The same
occurs on the summit of Pambamarca.
in Peru.

It

Is

better to appreciate

wisdom

7ew

Tbe mother was greatly alarmed,
and taking the child into her arms,
asked what had happened.
The story of what had happened was
sobbed out to the sympathetic mother.
One Sammy Parker, It seemed, had
struck the little girl and knocked out
a couple of teeth.
When the unfortunate youngster had
been restored to equanimity her father, who had In the meantime put In
an appearance, naturally enough want
ed to know how the teacher had dealt
with Sammy.
"She didn't do anything."
"Well, what did she say7"
"She called Sammy to her desk and
aid: Sammy, don't you know that
was very antisocial?'" Harper's Magazine.

than to be appreciated by fools.

You Can Help

Yourself
Back to health by assisting the stomach in
its work of digestion
and assimilation
keeping the liver active and the bowels
open. For this particular work there is
nothing quite so
good as
HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH

BITTERS

I

I

H

fjfjj

Liquid and Piute

I

I

I

H
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One Quality

Black Silk makes a brilliant,
silky polish that does not rub on
or dutt off, and the shine lasts (our
times as long as ordinary stove
polish.
It ii used on ample stoves by
hardware dealers. Sold by them
to those who want good goods.
All we ask is a trial. Use it on
your cook stove, your parlor stove
or vour gas range. If you don't
find it the btit
t
ptliih you ever
used, your dealer is authorized to
refund your money.
Insist on
Black Silk Stove Polish. Don't
accept substitutes.
All dealers
can get Black Silk from their jobbers.

The Young Housewife.
of market men had gathered In the Faneuii Hall market and
were discussing the probable famine
In butter, when a pretty young woman, whom they adjudged to be a
interrupted the conversation by a statement that she had come
"to buy some butter."
"I wish to get three pounds," she
said.
"Roll butter, ma'am?" the Individual
In charge of the butter and cheese
stall asked politely.
"No," answered the shopper promptly, "we wish to eat it on toast; we seldom have rolls." Boston Journal.

quartet

A

1

If vour novel become ruitv and
dull toon ifter they are polished it
shows that you are not using

rto-v-

"A Shine In
Every Drop

i

Keep roar cruet, refiners, fender, mil ton
pipes brlibt and free from 'jsrinr by arlnr
ENAMEL. Braib
BUCK SILK
tree with etch can of eatmel only
Use BLACK SILK METAL POLISH for
sUrerware, nickel, tin re or bnuw. It works
quickly, easily, sad leaves a brilliant surface.
It bat no equal for ate on satorwbUes.

Rare

Offer of Fine Watches.
300
Varieties of Flowers Free.
Every Planter, every Club Agent and every
Boy and Girl desiring a Beautiful Jeweled
Watch pretty as an Artist's dream, can
quickly get one by sending me a $3 order
e
for my
Garden S Ik and Post
Cards. 25, 000 persons have done so and are
delighted. Don't miss this chance. ETSced

Black Silk Stove Polish Works
STERLING,

ILLINOIS

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely ana
"I think we met at this cafe last
winter. Your overcoat is very familiar gently on the
liver,
cure
to me."
Biliousness,
"But I didn't own It then."
Head"No; but I did!" Fliegende Blaet-ter- . ache,

sa

l
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For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

WATER CARRIER

Domlnick J. Pace, age thirteen, an
Italian boy from Oenoa, employed as
water boy for a gang of Italian section men at I.awrenceburg, Ind., won
a suit of clothes, a pair of shoeB, a
hat and $10 by performing a remarkable feat Domlnick had been carrying hlo
bucket of water on
bis head, balancing It with the movement of his body. Section Foreman
Burke made the offer to tit him out
for Christmas If he would carry the
bucket of water on his head two miles
and return without spilling the water
or removing the burden from his
head. Domlnick stepped off at a lively rate and won the offer in 54 minutes by the watch.

ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
AVeff rtabk Preparation for As
similatirvg the Food and Regulat-

Bears the

ing the Stomachs and Bowels of
i,i

in.l-lllH,,!Promotes
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Digcsfion,Cheerful-ness.andRest.Co-
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tains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral
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FAT
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Use
For Over
Thirty Years

perfect Remedy forConsHpe
lion Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverislv
,

A surgical operation for the removal of fat was performed In London recently by Dr. W. Wayne Babcock. As
Is well known, large quantities of fat

e

ness and

Loss OF SLEEP

Facsimile Signature of

The Centaur Company.

i

NEW YORK.

CASTORIA

Guaranteed under the Fooda
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Reduce The Feed Bill -- Improve The Animals

;
Horses and Mules do more work
fleece
Sheep end OoatS arrow better
more flesh
Hogs takeouwhen
and
Cattle
feu on
butter uesutli au coudltiou
s

SUPPLY OF WATER

Milk and Butter;
OWA (fiye more and better
Hens lu more egg-a-, ana aU aa well aa
d fat, and derelop more rapidly ami keep la

Cottonseed Meal and Cottonseed Hulls

For Breeding or Nursing
Much t.t
I

In the whole world there are only
about 1,500.000.000 people. An inch of
rain on our watershed normally would
give 'wo gallons of water for every
men. woman and child on the surface
of the earth. Put It auother way: If
every uiau, woman and child on the
face of tbe earth should walk up to
the lakes, reservoir, etc., which hold
New York city's water suuoly and
The accompanying photograph shows the modern progiass In ths methods leach pour In two gallons of wnter it
of lumbering. It was taken In the state of Washington, where many locomo- - would not be enough to last that city
ten days.
tlve sleighs are used In bringing the logs from the mountain forests.

V

Not Narcotic

SURGERY

are frequently deposited between Ue
skin and muscles of the abdomen. It
was this layer of fat that the surgeon
removed. The operation Itself seemed
to be simple, and Dr. Babcock declared that In the hands of a skilled surgeon It was not dangerous. It consisted in making a long Incision In the abdomen, turning in. k the skin, and reWhen
moving the superfluous fat.
enough fat bad been removed the Bkln
was turned back to its natural position,
r.ud the Incision sewed up. After the
operation the woman was lighter by
pcunds.
twt-lv-

Genuine must bear Signature

-- ASTORIA

d
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valuable.

Write for free Booklet coutalulu

k,

Marea. Cows, Sows or Bwea, It la especially

ch valuable Information to Feeder

THE BUREAU

and Stock

OF PUBLICITY

Interstate Cottonseed Crushers Association
806 Main

Street, Dallas, Texas

Special
Offer to Printers
paper
This
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They do their duty.

bills

Among the machines exhibited at
a recent cycle and motorcycle exhibition in London was the
"motor-trip- "
shown In the accompanying illustration from Popular Mechanics. The user of the machine
stands upon the low platform between
the two rear wheels, Instead of being
provided with a seat All three wheels
are small.
A

iiv

liuro

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

The Car.
Thought Jones bought

FEAT OF

I

.

ness, and Indigestion.

Knlcker
runabout.
Bocker Yes, but after the
came In he called It a runup.

fnTrrVrP
I 'IK Plf A

BVfiR win

S9r
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REMOVING

Motors in the Lumber Camps

stove polish are alike.

blood.

A

Mra. Wtnilow's Soothing Syrup for Children
teething, eofteua the fruma. redncee Inflammation, allays pain, ourea wlud colic. 26c a bottle.

Don't imagine for a
moment that all brands of

Sad Meeting.

The beavers not

WHY DO THEY DO IT?

Sh ine
Stays

vtt

trees for the purpose
Among the Klkuyu people of Etbi-opl- a
the renlly well dressed man
wears in the lobe of one ear a large
plug of wood, suah as Is shown In the
accompanying
Often
Illustration.
metal ornaments are substituted for
the wood, but they must be large.

Dust

educator tells of a
school of advanced ideas In Boston,
wherein no pupil Is ever punished in
any way, the individuality of every
child being held too sacred for repression.
One day, it appears, soon after her
entrance into this school, one little
girl came home with a face wet with
tears and her mouth covered with
well-know- n

Catalog, Premium List and full Outfit
with my Mammoth Mixed Flower Collecg
Varieties, all sent
tion of 800
for two 2c stamps to pay postage and packing. Write today. Please show this to your
quickly be overcome by
friends also. Address A. T. Cook, SeedsCARTER'S LITTLE
man, Hyde Park, New York.

BEAVERS

only cut down
of making dams,
but also use the smaller upper
branches as storage supply of food
for winter use. These branches, from
two to four dlches in diameter, are
cut Into lengths of two or three feet
and then by wonderful engineering
ability, are carried beneath the water and Into the beavers' houses, or
the burrows, with which the bank of
every beaver's dam Is honeycombed.
There they are carefully stored. The
green bark Is the staple article of
food throughout the winter. The dams
are of varying height and length, according to the particular location. A
dam was found In Mesa county, Colorado, which was Just six feet from
bottom to top and Impounded a body
of water six feet or more In depth and
covering an area of several acres.
This dam was perfect In construction.
It was composed entirely of willow
bushes, as no larger timber grows in
the vicinity.

No

gilt-edg-

lie in.

WORK

REPROOF

WELL-MERITE- D

Rebuke of Boston Teacher Mutt Almost Have Broken the Heart of
Little 8ammy Parker.

DRAINAGE OF ZUYDER ZEE

With

self-contr-

HER

A

Of the Same Mind.

Strength In Calmness.
The calm man, having learned how
to adapt himself to others; and they,
his spiritual
in turn, reverence
strength, and feel that they can learn
of him and rely upon him. The more
tranquil a man becomes, the greater
is his success, his influence, his
power for good. Even the ordinary
trade will find his business prosperity increases as he develops a greater
and equanimity, for
people will always prefer to deal with
a man whose demeanor Is strongly
equable. James Allen.

IB

is printed from ink made in Savannah, Ga. by
the SOUTHERN OIL & INK CO., Savannah, Ga. Price 6 cents
per pound, P. O. B. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.

Mrs. Rain bolt is in the city
Brakeman Payne who was invisiting her daughter.
jured by a freight train at. Elk-inthe first of the week, is not
Cooking Utensils, Special
in so serious a condition as at
values at Milliren-Buchana- n
first reported. Dr. Van Almon,
Hdw. Co.
the attending physician, thinks
without any complications,
that
W. B. Buchanan
returned,
patient
will recover.
the
Monday, from Indianapolis, Ind.,
where he was summoned upon
L. T. Mason, of the Kentucky
the death of his father.
Iron Works is sporting an autoThe Reliable Hardware mobile these days.
Thi six year old son of Mr.
Store-Miller- en
& Buchanan.
and Mrs. J. M, Reed, of near
Harry Miller, Clerk in Supt. Blacktower, was seriously if not
McMahon's office, is recovering fatally wounded, Monday mornfrom a sick spell.
ing of this week. He and his
Don't miss the big vaudeville ten year old brother were left in
acts at the Lyceum Friday and the house while the parents
went to the barn to milk and In
Saturday night.
their play, the oldest boy took
Headquarters for China down the target gun which he
Ware, Kitchen Supplies, etc., thought was empty and fired it
at Milleren-Buchana- n
Hdw. at his little brother. The ball
entered just to the right of the
Co.
mouth, striking the jaw bone
District Attorney K. K. Scott, and shattering it. The ball
of Roswell, arrived Tuesday and passed backward and lodged
is attending District court.
near the base of the brain. It
Mrs. Dalton Reed returned has not been located nor rethis week from a visit to Wyno- - moved. Dr. Worley is attend
ka, Kansas and Amai illo, Texas. ing vne lad and reports his conJe.eph A. Stone, a boilc" dition serious.
Joe Greenfield of near Pig Pen
washer for the Santa Fe, was
Lake
returned Monday from a
taken to the Company Hospital
trip
Amarillo, Texas.
to
at Topeka, this week. He goes
Lottie and Mary Thomas of
for treatment for Rheumatism.
Cantara are visiting
Board and room with bath at
brother Dell Thomas this week.
$4.60 per week at the Leader
Mrs. S. P. Johnson, President
Hotel.
51 pd.
of the States Women's FederFor stoves, see Milliren-Buchan- ation Clubs who has been at
Springs for the past several
fidw. Co.
past through Clovis
months
Bill Deatherige who broke into
Roswell to attend the
to Doc Jenkin's saloon some
State
Federation.
weeks ago plead guilty this week
Mrs. W. D. McBee. Mrs. E. J.
to a charge of burglary and v. as
sentenced to one year in the pen. Feagan, Mrs. W. G. Nutter,
He pleaded intoxication at the Mrs. Jewell and Raborn Kimtime of committing the crime berlin are some of the ladies who
and begged the mercy of the will leave Thursday to attend the
court, hence the light sentence. State Federation Meeting at Roswell this week.
Special

1

s,

The Things Which India

Most pronouncedly

the ability and

dispo-

sition of a Bank to ho of service, are:
courtesy, willingness, promptness, and
AH of these
rensonahle exactions
qualifications the growing customer appreciates.
"Speaking for ourselves."
We do not jeopardise your interests
hy political indulgence and we have
never found it necessary to go outside
of the Banking Business to make

The Glovis

National

Bank

"Tfye Bank That Accommodates"

their

L. E. Hitchcock is

Local Notes

getting up
plans for ihe walks and further
beautifying of the court house
The pulpit at the First Baptist grounds.

church will be filled by Rev. W.
E. Dawn, Sunday morning and
evening. Rev. Calaway is still
in ciuarentine, .but reports the
sick as being much better.
Mrs. C. H. Brown is expected
from Arkansas to join her husband at this place. Mr. Brown
is engaged in the real estate
business.
Business is picking up at the
shops several new men have
been employed lately.
Carl Galloway is on the sick
list this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Rhino have
given up housekeeping and are
now boarding at the Commercial.
Mr. and Mrs. West from San
Antonio, Texas arrived this
week to makeClovis their home.
Mr. Clark is employed as a
machinist at the shops.
Elmer Simpson from Canadian,
Texas, is visiting friends and
relatives of this city.
Mrs. Joe Hedgeapeth stopped
over at Clovis en route to
as a delegate from Tucum-car- i
to attend the Mothers Convention.
Ed. T. Massey was called
again to the bedside of his
father who is very ill at his
home at Gage, Oklahoma.
Mrs. Ed. T. Massey, Mrs. J.
E. Liddington and Mrs. I). I).
Swearingen were named as delegates, to attend the' Mother's
Convention at Roswell. N. M.
The Eastern Stars are planning for a nice supper after the
initiation of several candidates
next Friday.
The first service will be held
in the new Catholic church on
Easter morning, at 10 o'clock by
Father Leary of Roswell. Every body cordially invited.
Mrs. Clements is looking for
a girl to wait on the table during
meal hours only.
Rev. Brown, Pastor of the
Brethren church, preached an
able f.ermon, at the Methodist
church, last Sunday morning.
Mesdames, W. G. Nutter, E.
.1. Feagan, Jewell Kimberlin, W.
D, McBee and D. D. Swearingen
left Wednesday for Roswel! to
attend the annual meeting of the
Federation of Woman's Club.
J. C. Kuhn8, Day foreman of
the round house, has returned
from Topeka where he underwent an eperation for
Ros-we- ll

Want Good Hardware?

Go to

Milleren-Buchana-

n.

John Shipley of Texico stopped
over in Clovis with his brother
Alex Shipley, after a week or
ten days stay at Capitan, N. M.
Returning Tuesday to his home

an

Pal-om-

as

en-rou- te

Vote For
c. c. BAKER
For City Clerk
An expert bookkeeper and
office man. Let's handle
the affairs of our city in a
business-lik- e
manner. Elect
the man that's best quali
fied to serve the peopl

3

Developing and Finishing For Kodaks. Also View Work
Size
G

2
2
2
3
3

1--

3

1-- 4
1--

4

1--

4

1--

4

1--

2

1--

2

15
10

4x5

of M. W. Johnson of this city
will put in a grocery store on
south Main street, north of the
American B. & T.Co. Mr.John-so- n
is an active wide awake
hustler, and will keep a line of
groceries that will tempt the
most fastidious.
Watch for E. E. Peoples
Co. Big Opening.
M. M. Craige well known citizen of Texico is attending court
here this week.
Incubators & Poultry Sup-

plies at Milleren-Buchana- n
Mdw. Co.

Judge G. L. Reese of Portales
the city this week in
connection with court business.
is in

Every man's suit in the
house goes at cost during
this Mistake Sale at E. E.

Peoeles Co.

Isaac Homes, a 16 year old
lad. pleaded guilty to a charge
of burglary and was sentenced
to two years in the State Reformatory, the sentence was suspended pending good behavior.
The boy returned home with his
father, Thursday, after promising the court that he would be
good.
2
lb. .fresh candy for 10c at
Parish Kandy Kitchen.
F. S. Hardwick who owns the
Lyceum building was in town
the first of the week onjbusiness.
Sam Skidmore returned to
Slaton, Wednesday, after several days visit to his business here
Judge Nesbett, of Roswell,
was here several days this week
representing C. E. Lpkins in his
suit with Judge Fitzhugh.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Ottawa
of Kansas City are here this
week visiting E. E. Bundv and
1--

Mr. Goetz formerly of the firm wife.
of Sczily and Goetz is in the
"Billie" Dawson made a busicity this week. Mr. Goetz says
trip to Amarill o, Tuesday.
ness
he has done some traveling since
Donnelly, of the shop
Tom
leaving Clovis, fjust arriving
is on the sick list this
force,
from Mexico.

Garden tools?

at

Milleren-Buchana-

n

week.

New stock
C. S. Fitzhugh is rebuilding
Hdw. the Jresidence, burned some time

Co.
The Hewett house formerly
owned by Mrs. Hewett changed
hands this week, Mr. Schooler
taking the business, Mrs. Hewett will visit her son in California.

Remember new goods are
arriving daily at E. E. Peoples Co.
Rev. F. C. Grimm occupied

the pulpit both morning and evening at the Christian church,
last Sunday.
See the rifle expert and the
roller skating champion in his
fancy tricks at the Lyceum. Its

great.

ago on West Otero Ave. The
house is being made more modern than before.
The case of Judge J. S. Fitzhugh vs. Rev. C. E. Lukins of
Albuquerque, in which Mr. Fitzhugh alleged fraud, attracted
considerable attention. The hearing resulted in a mistrial, seven
of the jury deciding for Mr.
Fitzhugh and five for Dr. Lukins. The case will not be heard
again at this term of court.
Rov Clements was at the Santa Fe Hospital, last week for an
operation on his throat. He returned, Monday, but will go
br.ck in a few days to have his

f

25
15
25

25

Film packs aiw size developed 20c
cards printed 6c.

FRED ZINN

Pure Food Bakery
Attraction at the
W. W. Com p ton of Portales Keeps constantly on hand
See our nice line of framed Lyceum Friday and Satur- stopped over in Clovis this
week. Bread, Pies, Cakes, etc.
pictures, noting to equal it day night. Don't miss it.
He has just recovered from a
Elmer Kirk, of the Santa Fe sick spell at the Fort Worth
best Chili served in city.
this side of Kansas City.
Shops, had the misfortune to
doer smith of Owl Drug
Clovis Furniture Co. get his
foot seriously injured,
"Cor' R. W. Johnson, brother Monday.

in Texico.

Printing Only

Developing
12 Ex
Ex

Pot

Plates developed 5c.

European Hotel

Phone 257

TREES of Quality, backer
by a quarter century's surj
fresh cessful business. Catalogue
Also on request.
First
Hereford Nursery Co.
Store

Hereford,

Tex.- -

Old Timers Are Busy

The experience of the old timers, men who have been
in Clovis since the city was founded, teaches them
that now is the time to buy property before the
price advances and while they can get such desirable
locations as we are now ottering m

The Liebelt Addition
During the past two weeks a number of these old
timers have been busy. They have bought a number of lots; some expect to build homes, while others
bought for investment. What about you? Don't
procrastinate! You expect to buy some time. Then
get in while you can get a choice site. Prices as before. Terms to suit purchaser.

Th e Mansfield-Claiborn- e
INCORPORATED

Owners Liebelt Addition
W. L. Mansfield, SaleH Manager
Office Over F

Co.,

